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ABSTRACT
 When we think about the architectural 
and urban construction and dismantling that 
took place in Rome in the first four decades of 
the twentieth century, the canon includes the 
likes of Marcello Piacentini, Adalberto Libera, 
and Gustavo Giovannoni. Yet some of the period’s 
most important and iconic projects — the master 
plan of Rome of 1931, the excavations of the Via 
dell’Impero, the restoration of the Mausoleum of 
Augustus, and the establishment of the Via Appia 
as an open-air museum, among others — owe 
much to the often overlooked Antonio Muñoz. An 
extensive writer, he published books on Baroque, 
Medieval, and fascist Rome, as well as Gothic 
architecture in the Lazio region, Piranesi, and he 
was an exhaustive chronicler of his own restoration 
campaigns.
 In addition to being a prolific writer, 
Antonio Muñoz was an official speaker at the First 
Congress of Architects and Technicians of Historic 
Monuments in Athens in 1931, which resulted in 
the seminal Athens Charter for the Restoration 
of Historic Monuments. He was instrumental to 
the excavation and restoration efforts of countless 
projects and was an important consultant to 
Mussolini on matters of historic preservation, 
Muñoz was an art historian, amateur architect, 
and archeologist who served as Superintendent 
of Monuments of Lazio from 1914 to 1928, 
Inspector General of Antiquities and Fine Arts 
1 In Latin the word Pristinus connotes pristine, ancient, early, past, old, primitive.
of the Governorship of Rome between 1928 and 
1944, and finally founder and director of the 
Museum of Rome.
 This thesis — in addition to re-introducing 
Antonio Muñoz to the English-language 
preservation community —investigates whether 
his preservation practice changed methodologically 
and aesthetically during the fascist regime in order 
to better understand the complex relationship 
between political ideology and preservation 
aesthetics. Muñoz will be considered in this thesis 
as a conduit for broadening the understanding of 
the range of preservation modalities through the 
fascist ventennio. 
 To achieve these ends, this investigation 
examines the “liberation” of the Mausoleum 
of Augustus and the restoration of the fifth-
century basilica of Santa Sabina as case studies 
that represent seemingly opposing poles in the 
spectrum of Muñoz’s aesthetic legacy. Through a 
close reading and analysis of these projects, this 
analysis will juxtapose the idea of preservation as 
an act of ripristino (to remake pristine)1 versus 
preservation as an act of isolation as complementary 
and opposing concepts employed for political ends 
under the fascist regime.
Unless otherwise noted, all translations are my 
own.
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Figure 1. Portrait of Antonio Muñoz published in L’Urbe’s June 1960 issue which was 
dedicated to Muñoz upon his death. 
1
Figure 2. A nineteenth-century photograph showing the mausoleum of Cecilia Metella 
on the left and the medieval Caetani castle flanking it on the right. In front of 
both structures one can see a pastiche of fragments organized in this location 
by Luigi Canina in the eighteenth-century. 
5
Figure 3. “Goethe in the Roman Campagna.” 1787. Johann Heinrich Wilhelm 
Tischbein. Stadel Museum, Frankfurt. The painting depicts the mausoleum of 
Cecilia Metella in the distance.
7
RIPRISTINO AT THE MAUSOLEUM OF AUGUSTUS
Figure 4. Sketches showing proposed elevations of mausoleum signed by A. Muñoz 
showing a range of landscape concepts in relation to the surrounding city in the 
distance(1934). These graphics suggests the immaginative and iterative nature of 
munoz’s approach to the isolation of the mausoleum. Source: Museo di Roma, 
Fondo Muñoz.
15
Figure 5. Exterior View of the Augusteo prior to demolitions. The densely accumulated 
residential fabric still visible Source: Archivio Luce.
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Figure 6. View of the open construction site around the Augusteo showing the 
simultaneous construction of modern government buildings in the 
background (November 1938). Source: Archive Luce.
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Figure 7. Vicolo dei Soderini (now demolished). Eastern side of the mausoleum (1935-
1936). Source: Serie SIFI.
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Figure 9. Brick infill for the consolidation of the circular walls of the mausoleum, 1938. 
Source: Fondo Demolizioni, Museo di Roma. Representation by author.
25
Figure 10. Top: Plate LII, Le Antichitá Romane, by G.B. Piranesi. Bottom: Sculptures 
arranged by Muñoz inside Caetani Castle during the early twentieth century.
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Figure 11. “The Vision of the Cross.” School of Raphael, attributed to Giulio Romano. 
The fresco’s depicts the mausoleum of Augustus in the background in line with 
Constantine’s line of vision. Representation by Author.
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Figure 12. View of modern buildings at northern edge of Piazza Augusto Imperatore, 2019. 
Photo by author.
34
Figure 13. Mussolini, led by Antonio Muñoz and accompanied by a large following of party 
officials, visits the garden area of the Temple of Vesta. Source: Archivio Luce.
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Figure 14. “Veduta del Tempio di Cibele a Piazza della Bocca della Verità,” Giovanni 
Batista Piranesi. Source: Avery Architectural & Fine Arts Library, Classics 
Collection.
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Figure 15. The Mausoleum of Augustus, 1990s. Source: The Hartill Archive of 
Architecture and Allied Arts, Artstor.
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RIPRISTINO AT THE BASILICA OF SANTA SABINA
Figure 16. Mussolini and other figures of the party enter the basilica of Santa Sabina 
in Rome accompanied by the Dominican friars, October 28, 1936. Source: 
Archivio Luce.
43
Figure 17. The network of two streets, del Mare and dei Monti (also called Via dell’Impero 
in its last section) which meet at the node of Piazza Venezia. Source: Arturo 
Bianchi, “Il Centro di Roma: La Sistemazione del Foro Italico e le Nuove Vie del 
Mare e dei Monti,” Architettura 12, no. 3 (1933): 139.
44
Figure 18. The zone between Piazza Venezia and Piazza Bocca della Verità (October 1932). 
Source: Arturo Bianchi, “Il Centro di Roma: La Sistemazione del Foro Italico e 
de Nuove Vie del Mare e dei Monti,” Architettura 12, no. 3 (1933): 141.
45
Figure 19. Tempesta perspectival plan shows the complex of Santa Sabina. Antonio 
Tempesta, Pianta di Roma, 1645. Source: Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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Figure 20. “Sotto Santa Sabina.” Plate 31 from Alcune vedute et prospettive di luoghi 
dishabitati di Roma, 1629. Giovanni Battista Mercati. Source: Fine Arts 
Museums of San Francisco, Artstor. 
47
Figure 21. Stellar Plan of Sistine Rome. Giovanni Francesco Bordini, De Rebus Praeclare 
Gestis a Sixto V Pon. Max. : Io. Francisci Bordini ... Carminum Liber Primus 
(Romae: Ex officina Iacobi Tornerij, 1588). 
48
Figure 22. Example of fragments found on walls of basilica’s narthex. Photo by author. 51
Figure 23. View of current condition of the nave, apse, and right lateral aisle. Photo by 
author.
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Figure 24. (a) irregular marble fragments suggesting older paving material, (b) potential 
transition zone uncertain if period to which it belongs, (c) larger marble 
elements bordered by intarsia. Representation by author.
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Figure 25. Components of the apsidal basin of the basilica. a) painting on the apsidal arc 
showing the portraits of saints discovered below the 16th-century decorative 
layers, b) fresco by T. Zuccari (16th century), c) reconstruction of presumed 
apse wall pattern with white and red marble cladding (1930s), d) reconstruction 
of opus sectile motifs found along nave arches (1930s), e) reconstructed selenite 
transenne in reinforced concrete (1930s). Representation by author.
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Figure 26. Proposed elevation for Italian pavilion for Brussels Universal Exposition by 
Adalberto Libera, 1935. Source: Museo di Roma, Fondo Muñoz.
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Figure 27. Proposed elevation for City of Rome pavilion for Brussels Universal Exposition 
by A. Muñoz, 1935. Source: Museo di Roma, Fondo Muñoz.
61
Figure 28. (a) Gothic tracery at exterior apse walls before 1914 restoration, (b) view of 
gothic tracery at apse window and detail of the sixteenth century apse walls 
removed during the 1914 restoration, (c) reconstructed transenne at apse 
(2019). Representation by author.
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Figure 29. Left: Detail of Bufalini map showing Santa Sabina and immediate surroundings. 
Note the presence of the tramezzo wall. Right: Larger context of Santa Sabina 
showing the relationship between the Capitoline and Aventine Hills. Leonardo 




Figure 30. View of current schola cantorum showing two tonalities of materials, and 
weathering which could indicate a gypsum material made to look like stone 
(scagliola), indicating this to we primarily a reconstruction. Photo and 
representation by author. 
66
Figure 31. A. Muñoz’s sketch for the new schola cantorum with the redesigned apse walls in 
the background. Source: Museo di Roma, Fondo Antonio Muñoz. 
68
Figure 32. Etching of the basilica of S. Paolo before the fire. Note the similarities in its 
spatial configuration to S. Sabina. “Spaccato interno della basilica di S. Paolo 
fuori delle Mura.” GB. Piranesi, 1748-1751. Source: New York Public Library, 
Digital Collections.
69
Figure 33. “…the Christians, on the other hand, even if they animately refused until death 
every act of worship towards the emperor and the gods of paganism, [they] 
always recognized in the sovereign and his magistrates the authority granted to 
them by God to govern on earth.” Mostra Augustea Della Romanità : Catalogo 
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 Modern Rome as one experiences it 
today came into being as a result of numerous 
constructions, demolitions, and preservation 
interventions in the first four decades of the 
twentieth century. It was a period of radical 
transformation and identity construction, and 
perhaps nowhere was that more evident than in 
the urban fabric of the Eternal City. Many of the 
period’s most important and iconic projects — the 
master plan of Rome of 1931, the excavations of the 
Via dell’Impero, the restoration of the Mausoleum 
of Augustus, the restoration of numerous medieval 
Roman churches, and the establishment of the Via 
Appia as an open-air museum, among others, owe 
much to the often overlooked Antonio Muñoz. 
Muñoz was a critical bureaucratic and academic 
figure of the time yet someone who is largely 
unknown outside of the annals of Italian-language 
historical scholarship (Fig. 1). 
 Muñoz’s legacy is difficult to characterize, 
which is a testament to the broad spectrum of 
interests and studies he undertook throughout 
his career as both an academic and practitioner. 
An extensive writer, he published books on 
Giambattista Piranesi - who in the eighteenth 
century romanticized the aesthetic of the ruin 
- as well as on Baroque Art, on the urban legacy 
of the fascist period, and on medieval Gothic 
architecture of Rome and the Lazio region. He 
was also an exhaustive chronicler of his restoration 
Figure 1. Portrait of Antonio 
Muñoz published in L’Urbe’s 
June 1960 issue which was 
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campaigns. In addition to being a prolific writer, 
Muñoz was part of the official Italian delegation 
at the First International Congress of Architects 
and Technicians of Historic Monuments in 1931, 
which resulted in the pivotal Athens Charter for 
the Restoration of Historic Monuments. Deeply 
involved in the nascent post-Risorgimento 
government bureaucracy,1 he was instrumental in 
the excavation, curation, and restoration efforts of 
countless projects and an important consultant to 
Mussolini on matters of historic preservation. 
 Muñoz’s practice serves as a conduit 
for understanding the range of preservation 
modalities in this period, and through this analysis 
hopefully, contribute to the understanding of the 
nature of the relationship between preservation 
and socio-political ideas. Muñoz is a channel for 
understanding the intellectual climate of the time, 
and how Historic Preservation played a central role 
in shaping cultural and aesthetic values. Due to the 
span and range of his work, he can be considered as 
a nexus through which to understand further the 
1 The Risorgimento refers to the nineteenth-century political movement for Italian unification that culminated in the establish-
ment of the Kingdom of Italy in 1861. The Risorgimento was an ideological and literary movement that helped to arouse the 
national consciousness of the Italian people, and it led to a series of political events that freed the Italian states from foreign 
domination and united them politically.
2 “Annual Report” (Rome: American Academy in Rome, 1921-1922): 21, 42.
forces of influence affecting preservation practice 
in this period.
 Muñoz was an art historian, amateur 
architect, and archeologist who served as 
Superintendent of Monuments of Lazio from 
1914 to 1928, and later served as Inspector General 
and Director of Antiquities and Fine Arts of the 
Governorship of Rome between 1929 and 1944, 
ultimately becoming the founder and director of 
the Museum of Rome in 1930. He was often invited 
to lecture at the American Academy in Rome and 
occasionally conducted class tours to sites he had 
restored, such as the Basilica of Santa Sabina, Santa 
Balbina, and Santa Pressede. In fact, the Academy’s 
1921 Annual Report described Muñoz as “one of 
Italy’s most promising young scholars…he kindly 
agreed to lecture upon three of the churches of 
Rome which he himself had restored according to 
the most modern methods.”2 
 Antonio Muñoz was born in Rome 
in 1884, just over a decade after the end of the 
Risorgimento, and therefore belonged to the first 
generations shaped by the fervent nationalist 
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sentiment of late nineteenth century Italy.3 TThe 
Risorgimento had been the Italian expression of 
the many nationalist revolutions that pervaded in 
Europe and throughout the world during the mid-
nineteenth century; it was fueled by the vision of 
a unified Italian state. This brand of nationalism, 
as a part of the spirit of the time, was significantly 
defined by the predominance of Romanticism 
in diverse cultural spheres, including politics.4 
History, as a tool for creating patriotic sentiment, 
became a secular religion, with its symbols, myths, 
and sites of pilgrimage which would mark national 
heroes and reinforce the idea of an Italian manifest 
destiny, in other words, that today’s Italians were 
the heirs and would continue the mythical glory 
enjoyed by their ancient predecessors. As a native 
Roman, Muñoz would have matured in immediate 
material proximity to the ideas and places of 
Rome’s Classical achievements. This would serve 
as evidence for him that the legacy of antiquity 
was indeed central to the creation of an Italian 
national identity.5 In addition to the continued 
3 The first scholar to place fascism in a continuum emerging from the time of the Risorgimento (1815-1870) was Ignazio Silone 
in his publication Il Fascismo: Origini e Sviluppo published in 2002.
4 The term Romanticism encompasses the many historical revival styles of the 19th century and was sparked by a renewed 
interest in ancient Greek and Roman architecture as a result of new archeological discoveries.
5 Romke Visser, “Fascist Doctrine and the Cult of the Romanita,” Journal of Contemporary History 27, no. 1 (1992): 6.
6 The term Romanità translates literally to “Roman-ness,” but its meaning can be more closely defined as referring to the “spirit of 
Rome.”
7 Rita Paris and Maria Pia Guermandi, La via Appia, il bianco e il nero di un patrimonio italiano (Milano: Electa, 2011), 10.
consolidation of the idea of Romanità,6 or Roman-
ness, within educated conservative intellectual 
circles, Muñoz’s world view indeed would have 
perceived that the millenary history of Rome 
was proof of the enduring glory of the city and 
its citizens. It was perhaps this persuasion which 
coincided with career-making opportunities 
offered by the fascist regime that attracted educated 
scholars like Muñoz, to accept, and even promote, 
the historical aims of fascist ideology. 
 Romanità as an ideology, and the 
Romanisti, as those who adhere to this world view 
are often referred to, believed in the notion that 
the glory of Roman civilization could be traced in 
the remnants of the built environment. There had 
been since the time of Napoleon, a desire to create 
a linear archaeological zone from the Campidoglio, 
through the Roman Fora, to the Via Appia, as 
an analogy of the long historical continuity of 
the Italian people.7 Muñoz was instrumental in 
converting this desire into an actuality. 
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 Antonio Muñoz attended the Università 
di Roma “La Sapienza” between the years 1902 
and 1905 to study under esteemed art historian, 
Adolfo Venturi. During this academic period, he 
had the opportunity to briefly attend courses at the 
École des Beaux-Arts in France in 1905 and to travel 
to Istanbul, Tripoli, Austria, and Russia.8 From his 
publications in the journal L’Arte, we know that his 
trip to Istanbul was a formative experience in that 
he recognized an ideological difference between 
Europe and the Ottoman Empire concerning 
their valorization of ancient religious monuments. 
Muñoz wrote, “we must painfully recognize, 
what is done in Constantinople for the care and 
preservation of ancient things, does not expand 
beyond the walls of museums, the rest is left in the 
most complete abandonment. This can be said not 
only of the pagan and Christian monuments but 
also of the Muslim mosques themselves.”9 Despite 
the outlook of the romantic and picturesque 
movements of the previous century, Muñoz did 
not perceive grandeur, or even subtle romanticism, 
8 Calogero Bellanca, Antonio Muñoz : La Politica di Tutela dei Monumenti di Roma durante il Governatorato (Roma: L’Erma di 
Bretschneider, 2003): 15.
9 Antonio Muñoz, “Notizie da Costantinopoli,” L’Arte: Rivista di Storia dell’Arte Medievale e Moderna 9 (1906): 60.
10 Futurism refers to the early 20th-century artistic movement centered in Italy and founded on the principles set forth by 
Filippo Tommaso Marinetti author of the Manifesto of Futurism, the movement called for a rejection of the past and a 
celebration of speed, machinery, and industry. It also advocated the modernization and cultural rejuvenation of Italy.
In architecture, Rationalism, refers to the ideas that developed in Italy during the 1920s and 1930s, the moment sought to be 
at the center between the classicism of the 19th century and the more radical industrial expression of Futurism. Representative 
examples included the works of Giuseppe Terragni, Adalberto Libera and Marcelo Piacentini.
11Romke Visser, “Fascist Doctrine and the Cult of the Romanità,” Journal of Contemporary History 27, no. 1 (1992): 11.
in the ruins of the Ottoman Empire, in contrast to 
the contemporaneous outlook many Prix de Rome 
students had upon seeing the famous vestiges of 
antiquity in Rome.
 The concurrent emergence of the 
modernist movements throughout Europe and 
more specifically of Futurism and Rationalism 
in Italy,10 combined with the already existing 
conservative ethos of Romanità, meant that Fascism 
did not underwrite one consistent rulebook or 
aesthetic regarding the “reconstruction” of classical 
grandeur, but in fact, evolved opportunistically.11 
Preservation, and in particular projects of an 
archaeological nature, were often utilized as a 
political tool to craft a constructed cultural legacy. 
A renewed nationalist atmosphere had emerged 
during the Risorgimento and found its peak in 
inter-war Italy during the Fascist era. The turn of 
the century was characterized by a dichotomy of 
traditionalism and extreme modernity. Fascist 
ideology would evoke the past, not only as a 
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Figure 2. A nineteenth-century photograph showing the mausoleum of Cecilia Metella on the left and the 
medieval Caetani castle flanking it on the right. In front of both structures one can see a pastiche of fragments 
organized in this location by Luigi Canina in the eighteenth-century.  
nostalgic effort but as a means of transforming 
antiquity’s traditions and symbolism as instruments 
to further their modern “civilizing” mission.12
 The study of the Classical past had been 
an essential component of Muñoz’s education as an 
art historian and as a firm adherent to the ideologies 
of Romanità. However, he also transcended 
beyond the common discourse towards Classical 
Rome and contributed an important new layer 
to the narrative of architectural achievements 
of the region. He argued for the significance of 
medieval architecture, not only in Northern Italy, 
12 Cristian Olariu, “Archaeology, Architecture and the Use of the Romanità in Fascist Italy,” Studia Antiqua et Archaeologica 18, 
no. 1 (2012): 367.
but that which developed in the more southerly 
Lazio state. Muñoz’s publication of L’Architettura 
Gotica del Lazio in 1911 corresponds with his 
completion of the restoration of the mausoleum of 
Cecilia Metella on the Via Appia, one of his earliest 
projects, a palimpsest complex of pagan Roman 
and medieval ruins. In this period, Muñoz had 
undoubtedly began to confront the interaction 
between these two historical eras represented in 
the works of architecture that he restored. The 
relationship between ancient Rome (symbolized 
by the mausoleum) and the medieval (represented 
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by the adjoining castle) set the stage for his later 
studies on the parallelism between early Christian 
and ancient Roman architecture (Fig. 2). 
 The medieval Roman period, at least, as 
Muñoz first encountered it through the countryside 
of the Via Appia, also cemented a parallel ideology 
founded on the ideas of Romanticism and 
the Picturesque. Notions which were possibly 
introduced in Rome by the presence of literary 
figures like Goethe and Byron, and reinforced by 
the legacy of more local figures like Piranesi, whose 
representations of picturesque pastoral ruins in 
the landscape must have been influential in the 
development of Muñoz’s aesthetics (Fig. 3). At the 
beginning of his career, Muñoz ’s work sometimes 
appears as the materialization of Piranesi’s paper 
preservation (e.g. The Mausoleum of Cecilia 
Metella), but as his career developed and his ideas 
about urban planning in historic cities changed 
in the twenties and thirties, these seeped into 
Muñoz’s preoccupations, resulting in an amalgam 
of Romanticism and Modernity. In fact, well into 
his work under the Mussolini regime, Muñoz’s 
opening lines in his book Roma di Mussolini 
13 Antonio Muñoz, La Roma di Mussolini (Roma: Biblioteca d’arte, 1932): 7. “…in nessun luogo meglio che in Roma si può 
studiare e leggere la storia; perché a Roma ci si sente al centro degli avvenimenti storici, ci si sente quasi attori, invece che spettatori; 
perché qui i grandi monumenti del passato, sia che rimangano ancora in vita, o che siano ridotti allo stato di ruderi, illustrano in 
modo evidente le varie epoche della storia, le varie civiltà che si sono sovrapposte in questo ristretto spazio di cosi grandi eventi.”
14 The Governatorato refers to the form of government in the city of Rome between 1926 to 1944, in which Mussolini appointed 
officials as a way of consolidating his control over the city.
(1932) refer to Wolfgang Goethe, the consummate 
Romantic German writer as a rightful Roman 
citizen because he had written that “nowhere better 
than in Rome can one study and read history; 
because in Rome one feels at the center of historical 
events…because here the great monuments of the 
past, whether they still remain alive or reduced 
to ruins, clearly illustrate the various periods of 
history…[and] civilizations that overlapped in this 
small space of such great events.”13  This statement 
further demonstrates how throughout his career, 
even under the Governatorato,14 Muñoz held two 
seemingly contradictory philosophical outlooks, 
one based on the rationalist ideas of modernism 
and the other based on the subjective and emotive 
essence of the Romantic movement.
 When Muñoz was a young scholar, the 
intellectual debate on matters of how to deal 
with urban centers in historic cities was tethered 
between two poles roughly divided between 
“conservatori” (conservatives; semantically also 
related to the word conservator, or restorer) 
and “novatori” (more or less translated to 
innovator, or one who generates original and new 
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methods or ideas). The outward rhetoric of the 
novatori included air, light, comfort for the sake 
of modernization and at the expense of historic 
city fabric. Whereas the conservatori pushed a 
message beyond utilitarianism and emphasized the 
importance of maintaining an ideal, to search for 
beauty, for morality and aesthetics, tradition, and 
national glory.15As we will see in the mausoleum, 
Muñoz sought to combine both modes.
15 Gustavo Giovannoni, “Vecchie Città Ed Edilizia Nuova,” Nuova Antologia di Lettere, Scienze ed Arti 249, no. 995 (1913): 
450-451.
16 Although there is no evidence suggesting that Muñoz had contact with Le Corbusier before the 1930s. It is interesting to note 
that Muñoz’s interest in the Byzantine corresponds to Le Corbusier’s publication Journey to the East.
 
From early on, Antonio Muñoz developed his 
interest in Paleo-Christian and Byzantine art, eager 
to report on the influences between East and West, 
which future art critics, architects, and historians 
examined in further depth, sometimes correcting 
or further developing Muñoz’s work.16 He often 
dedicated his academic research to obscure figures 
who had left their trace in Rome and who he felt 
deserved more careful study and a better appraisal. 
Figure 3.  “Goethe in the Roman Campagna.” 1787. Johann Heinrich Wilhelm Tischbein. Stadel Museum, 
Frankfurt. The painting depicts the mausoleum of Cecilia Metella in the distance.
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Muñoz was one of the early scholars to study 
Baroque architecture and sculpture, to vindicate 
the value of the period and affirm the need to 
historically interpret the artistic activity of the 
seventeenth century for its individuality. Muñoz’s 
efforts were significant since they emerged from a 
cultural climate still anchored to classicist ideals 
and restrained by an academic hesitance to give 
historical primacy to the Renaissance.17
 As Muñoz’s professional career developed 
within Rome’s municipal government during the 
first decades of the twentieth century, Italy found 
itself grappling between two often antithetical 
nationalistic tendencies, which introduced 
divergent attitudes towards Classical heritage. On 
the one hand, architectural trends in the form of 
Futurism or Rationalism violently expressed a 
modernist Italian-ness, characterized by a struggle 
against traditions and archeology. While on the 
other hand, the idea of Italy as heir of the ancient 
Roman Empire, fueled the pre-existing cultist 
historical approach towards Romanità, which had 
17 Valentino Martinelli, “Antonio Muñoz,” Studi Romani; Roma 8, no. 2 (March 1, 1960): 195.
18 Romke Visser, “Fascist Doctrine and the Cult of the Romanita,” Journal of Contemporary History 27, no. 1 (1992): 5–22.
19 Giovannoni’s article “Vecchie Città ed Edilizia Nuova” (1913) is considered to be one of the first critical contributions on the 
relationship between functional reorganization and urban expansion in relation to historic buildings and city centers.
20 Gustavo Giovannoni, “Vecchie Città ed Edilizia Nuova,” Nuova Antologia di Lettere, Scienze ed Arti 249, no. 995 (1913): 
450. “....un contrasto irriducibile tra due concezioni opposte, tra la vita el storia...da un lato stiano le esigenze positive dello sviluppo 
moderno e del moderno modo di vivire, dall’altro il rispetto pei ricordi storici ed artistici…”
already existed in conservative intellectual circles 
since the late nineteenth century.18 hese divergent 
tensions preceded the emergence of fascism. As 
early as 1913, Gustavo Giovannoni,  published in 
Nuova Antologia, an article titled “Vecchie Città 
ed Edilizia Nuova,” where he succinctly presented 
the philosophical difficulty to reconcile modern 
life and history in the urban context of a historic 
city.19 He believed there was  “an irreducible 
contrast between two opposing conceptions, 
between life and history...on the one hand there 
are the positive needs of modern development and 
modern way of living, on the other hand, respect 
for historical and artistic memories…”20 With the 
merging of the National Association with the 
National Fascist Party, in 1923, ancient classical 
Rome became the mythical historical archetype 
of the new Italy. The myth of Rome, sometimes 
with a modernist expression and other times more 
historicist, permeated the cult of fascism, to the 
point that the regime tried to make the Italians 
the Romans of modernity devoted to the religion 
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of state.21 This political “cult” paralleled Alois 
Reigl’s theories of the “modern monument cult” 
and the relationship of monuments to emerging 
theories of psychology and identity.22 The idea 
of a “cult” to monuments amplifies the character 
of the European intellectual mindset in relation 
to Muñoz. Having been influenced by Reigl,23 
Muñoz was certainly exposed to the idea that 
monuments could evoke a common intellectual, 
moral, and affective sentiments in society. Thus, 
creating the nexus for Muñoz between politics and 
preservation aesthetics.
 Antonio Muñoz’s career, although prolific 
and diverse before and during the fascist regime, 
gradually acquired a distinctly propagandistic 
undertone, which is particularly evident in his 
writings for the journal he founded in 1936: 
L’Urbe.24 he title itself, rooted in the Latin word for 
“city” and as the word used to describe Rome in 
antiquity, connotes a deep Romanist ideology. The 
opening page of the first edition stated the mission 
21 Cristian Olariu, “Archaeology, Architecture and the Use of the Romanità in Fascist Italy,” Studia Antiqua et Archaeologica 18, 
no. 1 (2012): 353.
22 Roberto Di Stefano, Monumenti e Valori (Napoli: Edizioni scientifiche italiane, 1996): 19-20.
23 Antonio Muñoz, “Alois Riegl: ‘Die Entstehung Der Barokkunst in Rom. Akademische Vorlesungen - Aus Seinen 
Hinterlassenen Papieren Herausgg’ (Book Review),” L’Arte : Rivista di Storia dell’arte Medievale e Moderna 11, no. 5 (1908): 
391–93.
24 L’Urbe was coincidentally founded on the same date as the ten-year commemoration of Mussolini’s march on Rome.
25 L’Urbe, October 1936.
of the journal was “to pay tribute to the great past 
of the Eternal City…bringing to mind the history 
and particular episodes in its millenarian life…” 
In other words, the journal was not conceived 
as a scientific forum dealing with aspects of the 
past, even though many well-established scholars 
and intellectuals contributed to it. It was more a 
collection of chronicles, and “tasteful anecdotes of 
everyday life”25
 Outside of the Italian, and perhaps 
more specifically the Roman, context, Muñoz’s 
writings and his role in the projects he led, has 
been gradually forgotten, or at least become part 
of the larger ocean of less visible professionals who 
for better or worse left an indelible mark on Rome. 
In 1960, the year Antonio Muñoz died, one of his 
contemporaries, Valentino Martinelli, summarized 
that Muñoz’s legacy as a preservationist had not 
been characterized by precise methodological 
criteria but was more a spontaneous and, he 
considered, an almost poetic approach to 
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intervening in historic buildings.26 But it wasn’t 
Muñoz’s poetic approach alone that tainted d his 
professional reputation. The decline of Muñoz’s 
reputation was correlated to the political shift 
after World War II and his inability, willingly or 
unwillingly, to disassociate himself with the Fascist 
regime. The rejection of this political ideology also 
resulted in the rejection of his work.
INTRODUCTION TO CASE STUDIES
 This thesis sets out to critically assess 
Muñoz’s work by analyzing it against established 
theories of preservation at the time and in that part 
of the world, as well as assess the contemporary 
relevance of Antonio Muñoz and his work in a 
broader historical and theoretical context in order 
to characterize more precisely the aesthetics and 
conceptual principles of his restoration work.
 The following chapters offer a close reading 
of a cross-section of Antonio Muñoz’s preservation 
practice in order to investigate methodological 
and aesthetic relationships between two of his 
most significant projects completed during the 
fascist regime — the Mausoleum of Augustus 
and the basilica of Santa Sabina — to understand 
26 Martinelli’s evaluation of Muñoz’s legacy is an example of a rationalist’s point of view.
27 Cristian Olariu, “Archaeology, Architecture and the Use of the Romanità in Fascist Italy,” Studia Antiqua et Archaeologica 18, 
no. 1 (2012): 351–75.
the relationship between political ideology and 
preservation aesthetics. This analysis accepts as 
an underlying framework the assumption that 
totalitarian regimes appealed to traditions in order 
to bind together aesthetic and political realms,27 
and yet what will be explored in this thesis is that 
in the case of Muñoz’s work for the Governatorato, 
it is a combination of seemingly contradictory 
traditions which are crucial to advancing the 
political aims of the time, ranging from the the 
Imperial, to the Gothic, to modernism.
 Examining the restoration of the fifth-
century basilica of Santa Sabina in juxtaposition 
with the clearance of the Mausoleum of Augustus 
sets up a dialogue between two seemingly opposing 
poles on the spectrum of Muñoz’s aesthetic legacy. 
By pairing these two projects, this analysis will 
aim to evaluate the idea of preservation as an act 
of ripristino (to remake pristine).  The aesthetic 
of ripristino is multi-faceted. At times it entailed 
reconstruction of historic fabric intending to 
create a sense of the pristine through stylistic unity, 
and at other moments ripristino prompted the 
need to remove fabric resulting in urban isolation, 
and through physical separation create a sense of 
formal or stylistic purity. These two conceptual 
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poles are complementary and opposing forces 
driving preservation under the fascist regime. 
Ripristino takes two forms in this analysis; on the 
one hand, it requires the complete removal of the 
accumulation of historic fabric and results in a 
“dead” monument; on the other, it necessitates the 
reconstruction of historic fabric to return vitality 
to a living monument. 
 The following analysis will aim to draw 
out converging aesthetics between these two 
seemingly divergent examples, while at other 
times, marking the differences between them is 
crucial to illustrate opposite sides of a conceptual 
framework (e.g. tradition vs. modernity, or the 
removal/reconstruction of historical fabric). The 
data collected was sourced from primary archival 
research at the Fondo Antonio Muñoz at the Museo 
di Roma, Palazzo Braschi, and resources at Avery 
Architectural & Fine Arts Library at Columbia 
University. In addition to the primary sources 
collected and given the large body of literature 
published on the culture and ideology of fascism, 
other secondary sources were studied to amplify 
critical moments within the cultural and political 
climate of the time to understand the environment 
in which Muñoz maneuvered. The archival research 
28 Refer to Calogero Bellanca, Antonio Muñoz : La Politica di Tutela dei Monumenti di Roma Durante il Governatorato (Roma: 
L’Erma di Bretschneider, 2003).
gathered was complemented by site visits in Rome 
conducted during the Winter of 2018. The aim 
was to observe first-hand the current condition 
of these selected projects, observe in detail the 
material fabric, significant construction details, to 
explore issues of restoration aesthetics and analyze 
modes of preservation actions executed by Muñoz 
and draw out the theories inherent in this material 
interventions. Both of these projects still exhibit 
the preservation work that Muñoz carried out 
on them.
 The method for analysis of the following 
two cases is centered on the comparison between 
Muñoz’s texts on historical architecture, his detailed 
restoration accounts, his graphic representations 
of his restoration campaigns, and the actual 
building fabric. Italian architectural historian, 
Calogero Bellanca, in his most recent scholarship 
on the legacy of Antonio Muñoz has employed 
traditional modes of representation to describe 
Muñoz’s interventions.28 Given the potential to 
amplify the layered nature of Muñoz’s work, this 
thesis will also explore new modes of representing 
modifications to material fabric beyond 
conventional orthographic line drawings used as 
documentation devices. Swinging away from the 
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early tendency after the war solely concerned with 
political affiliation to evaluate a professional’s 
work and toward the opposite extreme, recent 
scholarship has overemphasized technical issues 
of preservation, conspicuously omitting more 
complicated questions of political influence on the 
built environment.  This, and future, investigations 
concerning Muñoz cannot be limited to the 
disciplinary field of restoration, only discussing 
methods practiced and achievements reached.29 In 
other words, in Muñoz’s work it is impossible to 
consider only Politics or technique in isolation — 
it must be studied as a comprehensive whole.
29 Maurizio Caperna, “Antonio Muñoz: la politica di tutela dei monumenti di Roma durante il Governatorato [by] C. Bellanca 
[book review],” Palladio 17, no. 33 (2004): 148–50.
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 This case study discussion aimed at 
exploring the concept of ripristino will begin 
with the clearance project at the Mausoleum 
of Augustus, excavated and restored under the 
direction of Antonio Muñoz between 1934 and 
1938. The would-be archaeological ruin of the 
Mausoleum is located adjacent to the eastern 
banks of the Tiber River just north of the historic 
center. The structure, besides its more apparent 
symbolic value as the tomb of the first emperor 
of the Roman Empire, was also the largest of its 
typology in ancient times, and still extant in the 
modern city. The architecture of the structure 
develops outward from its central core which is 
circumscribed by a reticulated wall surrounded 
by a concentric corridor that is reached through a 
narrow passageway that cuts through three massive 
concentric masonry walls. 
 The restoration strategy of this monument 
represents the more common mode of restoration 
of monuments associated with the fascist regime 
in Italy, in brief, the imperative from Mussolini to 
isolate them. Isolation, as a preservation aesthetic, 
can also be defined as a process of ripristino, to 
remake pristine, in order to bestow the monument a 
renewed air of political purity through the removal 
of accumulated buildings which had been deemed 
insufficiently significant historically. Although this 
Figure 4.  Sketches showing proposed elevations of mausoleum signed by A. Muñoz showing a range of landscape concepts 
in relation to the surrounding city in the distance(1934). These graphics suggests the immaginative and iterative nature of 
munoz’s approach to the isolation of the mausoleum. Source: Museo di Roma, Fondo Muñoz.
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methodology of isolation, also referred to in more 
politically charged language as liberation, was 
common during the fascist era, the character of 
Muñoz’s approach to archaeological sites was very 
different from that which was presented by those 
trained purely as archaeologists. 
 Muñoz’s mode of preservation at the 
Mausoleum of Augustus asserts the idea that 
preservation is inherently a form of design (Fig. 4). 
Preservation was not a neutrally executed project 
which only engaged with objective and pragmatic 
questions of structural stabilization or material 
consolidation, for example. The preservation 
actions on the building were designed to carry 
with it some inferred, and thus subjective, meaning 
which Muñoz was responsible for making plainly 
visible in the urban landscape. For this reason, 
the work executed at the mausoleum illustrates 
an important facet of Muñoz as a purveyor of 
preservation design, not only at the architectural 
scale but also at an urban dimension.
 The intervention at the basilica of Santa 
Sabina, discussed in the following chapter, provides 
a useful counterpoint by illustrating lesser-
known motivations and modes of preservation 
practice during the fascist ventennio. Whereas at 
the basilica ripristino was about reconstructing 
missing architectural features, sometimes based on 
historical fabric and others not, at the mausoleum, 
the main concern was the minimal reconstruction 
for the sake of stabilization of the ruin, and also the 
reconstruction of an imagined urban environment 
that emphasized the tomb’s monumentality. In this 
way, Muñoz’s preservation practice illustrates the 
role of preservation beyond a scientific endeavor 
transformed into a design medium. 
 It is important to note that the clearance 
project at the mausoleum and the second restoration 
at Santa Sabina happened contemporaneously and 
as such, the juxtaposition of both projects provides 
an opportunity to visualize a cross-section of the 
aesthetics of Muñoz’s preservation work at a given 
moment in time. Both sites are imbued with 
symbolic and rhetorical political power, while 
the basilica and other ancient Christian churches 
communicated a clear moral message based on 
Catholic values, the semi-religious status that the 
ruins of the Classical past acquired also fueled a 
secular cult based on the moral ideologies of the 
fascist regime. It was through the preservation 
aesthetics of these sites that these ideologically 
unconscious values came to light.
 Antonio Muñoz, as the Director of 
Antiquities and Fine Arts of the Governatorato of 
Rome since 1929, was granted the responsibility 
of the definitive sistemazione, or arrangement, of 
the Mausoleum of Augustus and the surrounding 
area, what would ultimately become Piazza 
Augusto Imperatore. Muñoz’s track record had 
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been well-established by this time, having already 
completed the excavation project of the Tempio 
di Portuno (Fortuna Virile) (1921-1925), the 
clearance project at the base of the Capitoline hill 
(1930-33), and the planning and creation of new 
avenues like Via dell’ Impero, Via dei Monti, and 
Via del Mare (1932). Muñoz was appointed by 
the Governor of Rome at the request of Mussolini, 
to begin studies for the site in its entirety in April 
1932. Muñoz’s proposal continued the preceding 
excavations of the mausoleum conducted in the 
1920s by archaeologist Giulio Giglioli, and as 
was usual for Muñoz, he based his restorations on 
extensive pre-existing scholarship on the tomb. 
Unique to Muñoz’s involvement in this project 
was the creation of a plaster model illustrating his 
final intervention. This model would be officially 
approved by Mussolini in April 1935.1 The idea of 
creating a scale model, not unlike an architectural 
design model, in order to showcase the outcome 
of a work of preservation bestows Muñoz’s practice 
with a characteristic design approach.
1 Antonio Muñoz, “La Sistemazione del Mausoleo di Augusto,” Capitolium, no. 10 (October 1938): 502-3.
2 The responses to Muñoz have ranged from too academic, or too radical, to being picturesque, and at other times classical, or 
too sloppy, or too dry. The terms that have been used to describe the work, vary from critic to critic, which is indicative of how 
Muñoz’s work fosters different readings because his aesthetic and conceptual principles are difficult to characterize.
3 Spiro Kostof, “The Emperor and the Duce: The Planning of Piazzale Augusto Imperatore in Rome,” Art and Architecture in the 
Service of Politics, ed. Henry A. Millon and Linda Nochlin (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1978), 287.
 Even from its inception, the tomb was a 
monumental political marker. However, Muñoz 
was not tasked with returning the site to a gilded 
state, but instead, with emphasizing its skeletal 
remains, pristine from other historical periods 
which were conceptually transformed into an 
obstacle to achieving a pure aesthetic. Architectural 
historian Spiro Kostof characterized Muñoz’s 
restoration of monuments as highly picturesque, 
the general setting Muñoz created, especially for 
ancient ruins, was “incorrigibly romantic.”2 In 
this context, the term picturesque is likely used in 
contrast to the rationalism of the classical language 
and also in contrast to the scientific approach that 
was expected of a work of preservation. To describe 
Muñoz as picturesque suggests that Muñoz was 
after the creation of a vignette-like, perhaps 
cinematic, composition to his restauro rather than 
seeking to direct a highly scientific process, in spite 
of his rhetoric at the time.3 
 There had been an ongoing debate 
since the Renaissance between a multiplicity of 
representations of the mausoleum and the veracity 
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of their information. In the case of the Mausoleum 
of Augustus particularly, Muñoz believed Gatti’s 
paper reconstruction of the mausoleum to be the 
most accurate. Gatti’s hypothesis showed a two-
tiered structure with garden circumscribing the 
space left by the narrower upper-tier. It was this 
illustration as well as presumably archaeological 
findings that led Muñoz to propose his 
landscaping strategy.
 The ruined state of this structure seen 
today was not, as is clear, a result of centuries of 
4 Fabio Betti,“Il Mausoleo di Augusto. Metamorfosi di un Monumento,” Mausoleo di Augusto: Demolizioni e Scavi: Fotografie, 
1928-1941 (Milano: Electa, 2011): 21.
organic decay but in fact, a modern, calculated 
campaign led by Muñoz to re-present the 
monument as a central feature of the Classical 
past and to erase other histories that had accrued 
on the structure over time (Figs. 5, 6). Many 
scholars consider that no other structure in 
Rome underwent as many metamorphoses in 
use and function as the Mausoleum of Augustus 
prior to the fascist intervention.4 The mausoleum 
represented a complex layering of materials and 
uses throughout the many centuries it was in 
use. Among these include a garden exhibiting 
Figure 5.  Exterior View of the Augusteo prior to demolitions. The densely accumulated residential fabric still 
visible Source: Archivio Luce.
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a collection of rare marbles, and the Correa 
amphitheater in the eighteenth century which 
included bullfights and displays of fireworks.5 
In the nineteenth century it was home to the 
Augusteo, Rome’s symphony hall, and even housed 
an artist’s studio where the full-size test models 
of the bronze horses of the Vittorio Emanuele 
monument on Piazza Venezia were fabricated.6 
In 1921 the Third National Fascist Congress was 
held in the Augusteo, and in this space, Mussolini 
5 Francesco Sabatini, Il Mausoleo di Augusto. (Anfiteatro Corèa) (Roma: L. Filippucci, 1907): 17.
6 R. A. Cordingley and I. A. Richmond, “The Mausoleum of Augustus,” Papers of the British School at Rome 10 (1927): 26.
7 Benito Mussolini, Scritti e Discorsi di Benito Mussolini (Milano: U. Hoepli, 1934): 245. “I monumenti millenari della nostra 
storia debbono giganteggiare nella necessaria solitudine;” emphasis added.
declared the official policy towards the handling of 
Rome’s ancient heritage. He stated, “the millennial 
monuments of our history must loom gigantic in 
their necessary solitude.”7
 Today the Mausoleum of Augustus sits 
immensely vacant and inert; transformed from 
a vibrant site with a practical utility for the city’s 
cultural life at the time, into a dead monument 
whose symbolic value trumped its usefulness. The 
Figure 6.  View of the open construction site around the Augusteo showing the simultaneous construction of 
modern government buildings in the background (November 1938). Source: Archive Luce.
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remnants of the mausoleum until the 1930s had 
served as the physical framework for a complex 
network of urban activity. In a way it was medieval 
in nature, which Muñoz transformed into the 
opposite of what he admired in the layering of 
the city as he stated only a few years earlier “…
the Middle Ages took advantage of Roman 
monuments, either by transforming pagan temples 
into Christian churches, or by building castles 
and towers on arches, mausoleums, and even 
ancient theaters..”8 Muñoz’s statement does not 
communicate disapproval of this layering, in fact, 
he found ingenuity in this legacy of architectural 
transformation. The study of the mausoleum 
of Augustus is a case where the reading of the 
practitioner and the reading of the building are 
disjointed as a result of larger socio-political forces.
 The demolitions that took place in the 
area around the mausoleum were the product of 
Il Duce’s determination to isolate the tomb of 
the first emperor of Rome in preparation for the 
2000th anniversary of the birth of Augustus which 
culminated in the inauguration of the Mostra 
8 Antonio Muñoz, “Les Monuments Antiques dans l’Ambiance de la Ville Moderne. L’Exemple de Rome,” Mouseion; Oxford, 
January 1, 1933, 117. “Le moyen age a très souvent tire parti des monuments de l’époque romaine, soit en transformant les temples 
païens en églises chrétiennes, soit en construisant ses châteaux et ses tours sur les arcs, les mausolées, voire les théâtres antiques.”
9 The Mostra opened right after the completion of both of preservation projects discussed in this thesis.
10 Mostra Augustea della Romanità : Catalogo (Roma: C. Colombo, 1938): 362.
11 E. Strong, “‘Romanità’ throughout the Ages,” The Journal of Roman Studies 29 (1939): 148.
Augustea della Romanità of 1938.9 The primary 
message of the Mostra was the immortality of the 
idea of Rome and the rebirth of the Empire within 
Fascist Italy.10 The Mostra was instrumental in the 
creation of the parallelism between Augustus as 
the founder of the Roman Empire, the bearer of 
the Pax Romana, and Mussolini’s similar role in the 
modern context. However, the message was more 
complex as it also brought attention to Christ’s 
birth during the reign of Augustus, a significant 
fact that had long been underemphasized. The 
significance of this relationship stemmed from the 
perceived promise of stability and peace which 
Augustus and Christianity alike claimed to have 
brought to the world,11 and allegedly Mussolini 
would bring to the Italian nation once again. The 
early-Christian period played a principal role 
since it represented an equally important identity 
of Rome. The Roman Empire and Christianity 
emerged during the same historical period, and 
therefore accepting Paleo-Christian sites was in 
keeping with the regime’s larger historical narrative, 
and their political aims to reconcile with the 
Vatican. Contrary to how it is usually portrayed, 
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fascist propaganda was not unilaterally focused on 
Augustan time, but also looked to other historical 
periods to legitimize its ideological claims. 
 The historicist nature of the exposition 
was evident through the disproportionate 
representation of Augustus over other periods and 
leaders of Ancient Roman history, which resulted 
in the augmentation of the mythical status of 
Augustus, and thereby of Mussolini by association. 
The excavations and subsequent planning of the 
ruin rebranded the site as a tangible symbol of 
Rome’s historical glory. The consequence of the 
preservation of the mausoleum was the reversal 
of an extensive history of adaptive reuse, where an 
active residential component of a neighborhood’s 
fabric became divorced and rebranded as a 
nationalist space with quasi-mythical character. 
The glory of the building was not conveyed through 
a reconstruction at its most significant historical 
period, but instead that historically important 
period was manifested in its ruined present state. 
It was evident by the mid-thirties that preservation 
was a crucial part of the fascist political agenda. 
Archeology, but more importantly, preservation 
was a fundamental tool with which Mussolini 
crafted the parallelism between his persona and 
emperor Augustus and his regime as a modern 
manifestation of the establishment of the Roman 
Empire. Mussolini brought forth the culmination 
of the nationalist ideals that began during 
the Risorgimento.
THE RIPRISTINO
 Echoing the call for “necessary solitude” 
postulated by Mussolini a decade earlier, Muñoz 
elaborated further on il Duce’s directive for 
solitude when he stated the following regarding 
considerations in the siting of urban monuments 
at the Athens Conference of 1931. 
Here are the questions that 
arise: should we create around 
the ancient monuments a special 
atmosphere that isolates them from 
modern life, like precious objects 
in a shop window…Is it necessary 
to leave solitude and silence all 
around, making the great new 
arteries pass at a distance; or…
should we make them… the center 
of the new plazas and the ends of 
new streets, so that the passer-by 
who traverses them, even quickly, 
is compelled to look unto them 
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and to forget, even for a moment, 
the demands of modern life?”12
Opting for the latter option of the two he 
offered above, Muñoz’s first step in the process 
of isolation of the structure was the demolition 
of at least one hundred and twenty houses and 
12 Antonio Muñoz, “Le Corbusier Parla di Urbanistica Romana,” L’Urbe, no. 1 (November 1936): 32. Muñoz’s semi-
ambivalent statement about what his stance was on the siting of ancient monuments, echo the contradictions that existed within 
the discipline at large. Le Corbusier, for example, was often contradictory on the subject of isolating monuments in the city. Six 
years after the conference in Athens (November 1936), Muñoz published his interview with Le Corbusier after meeting him 
at the VI Convegno Volta organized by Marcello Piacentini, where Muñoz posed this complex question of the relationship of 
ancient monument to the modern and increasingly industrialized city. Le Corbusier offered the following response: 
“... I preferred ancient monuments as they were before, isolated from modern life; things of the past are a destination for 
pilgrimage, objects of study, devotion, respect, critical examination. These functions require calm, solitude; require some time 
for reflection; placing them next to modern life suffocates them, you have to get rid of it. The new times are a new historical 
situation, in fact so new that it can not have any connection with the objects of the past ... Do not misunderstand me: you 
Italians feel connected to the past with the spirit, but if you want to be modern you cannot bind yourselves to ancient forms.”
13 Antonio Muñoz, “La Sistemazione del Mausoleo di Augusto,” Capitolium, no. 10 (October 1938): 491-2.
14 Borden W. Painter, Mussolini’s Rome : Rebuilding the Eternal City (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005): 95.
15 The Augusteo represented the bourgeoisie that Mussolini was working against and was thus also the removal of a bourgeois 
pretense on the urban landscape. This topic is a subject of further research.
the displacement of that community to the 
periphery of the city (Fig.  7).13 In this particular 
case, it is not known where these inhabitants were 
relocated to, although it is reasonable to assume 
they likely became residents of the new modernist 
apartment buildings emerging in the countryside 
surrounding the city; those displaced from the area 
around the mausoleum were rehoused in the new 
semi-rural borgata of Primavalle, north of Vatican 
City.14 In this case, the aesthetic of ripristino 
meant the stripping away of inhabitants and public 
programming;15 this is an instance where acts 
of preservation, just like acts of modernization, 
require dislocations. Even though preservation 
and modernization are often presented as opposing 
ideologies, the disciplinary boundary between 
them is fluid.
 The last symphony at the Augusteo took 
place in May 1936, after which Muñoz proceeded 
Figure 7. Vicolo dei Soderini (now demolished). Eastern 
side of the mausoleum (1935-1936). Source: Serie SIFI.
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with laying out the location of new roads and 
with the disassembly of the concert hall, its metal 
cupola, the stages, and the orchestra platform 
(Fig. 8). The result within the historic center was 
a perceived tabula rasa of approximately twenty-
seven thousand square meters created around the 
mausoleum.16 Muñoz worked with a complex team 
of experts, including architect Marcelo Piacentini, 
urban conservationist Gustavo Giovannoni, and 
archaeologist Antonio Maria Colini.17 This was 
not merely a haphazard restoration project, but a 
symbol of the field of preservation being co-opted 
by a new and determined socio-political force. 
Like at Santa Sabina, Muñoz was explicit about 
his scrupulous respect for the ancient monument, 
writing that “nothing new or arbitrary was 
added;” the original fabric had been “liberated,” 
freed from the “dirty patches and cladding that 
altered it, and the lacune sutured with brick 
masonry (mattoncini), leaving the ancient traits 
clearly distinguished from those reconstructed.”18 
Figure 9 highlights these infill locations. However, 
ironically, it was likely that the presence of the 
symphony hall’s structure what sustained and 
16 Antonio Muñoz, “La Sistemazione del Mausoleo di Augusto,” Capitolium, no. 10 (October 1938): 492.
17 Antonio Maria Colini also carried out an important advisory role in the planning of the Mostra Augustea della Romanità in 
1938.
18 Antonio Muñoz, “La Sistemazione del Mausoleo di Augusto,” Capitolium, no. 10 (October 1938): 504.
19 Terry Kirk, The Architecture of Modern Italy (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, c2005): 182.
preserved the foundation walls of the mausoleum 
itself, as additional stabilizing structures were 
erected to maintain the ancient wall fragments 
standing as is evident in Figure 9 (a).
 The methodology of infill at the 
mausoleum was considered acceptable within 
the established theories of preservation rooted 
in Camillo Boito’s ideas. Boito’s theories sought 
to consolidate threatened structures by replacing 
missing key features, even in new materials, in 
order to maintain fidelity to the original design 
when documentation existed, and retain the 
stratifications of transformed buildings even 
at the expense of stylistic homogeneity.19 The 
distinction between new and old fabric at the 
mausoleum mirrors Boito’s intervention on the 
Porta Ticinese during the mid-nineteenth century. 
Similarly to what occurred at the mausoleum, 
housing was also removed at the twelfth-century 
gate, and its medieval character reconstituted. 
Through the virtue of modern materials, the 
hand of the restorer was easily identified. 
Boito believed that it was unethical to deceive 
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contemporary society, and a bigger transgression 
to deceive future generations.20 Whether or not 
Muñoz was acting on for the benefit of a political 
agenda fell to the background given that the 
methodological approach to his intervention was 
readily understood and accepted by academic 
communities as an Italian manner of dealing with 
monuments.
 During the fascist period the rhetoric 
of liberation was intimately connected with 
preservation strategies — it required the 
20 Camillo Boito, “I Nostri Vecchi Monumenti (Conservare o Restaurare?),” Nuova Antologia di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti 87, no. 
11 ( June 1, 1886): 480.
21 Romke Visser, “Fascist Doctrine and the Cult of the Romanita,” Journal of Contemporary History 27, no. 1 (1992): 8.
demolition of architectural fabric of any period 
deemed superfluous to a particularly chosen 
historical narrative. However, this idea did not 
have its genesis with Mussolini. The tradition 
of contemplating isolated and monumentalized 
ruins of antiquity was already established before 
the fascist era.21 Mussolini was also not the 
first to introduce the myth of ancient Rome as 
useful political and cultural propaganda, nor the 
mentality that ancient structures should exist in 
isolation within the modern metropolis. More 
Figure 8.  Internal view of the Augusteo theater during the renovation works, 1928. Source: Archivio  Luce.
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than twenty years earlier, in 1906, when Muñoz 
traveled to Istanbul as a student and reacting to 
the state of ancient monuments in the Ottoman 
Empire he employed similar rhetoric. Muñoz 
observed that “almost all the ancient churches, if 
they are better preserved, are partly buried, partly 
disfigured by modern additions, and it would be 
very useful to free them from the buildings that 
mask them…retrace their original plans, and 
collect the capitals, the columns, the plutei, and the 
cornices scattered around.”22 Even though there 
22 Antonio Muñoz, “Notizie da Costantinopoli,” L’Arte: Rivista di Storia dell’Arte Medievale e Moderna 9 (1906): 60–62. “Quasi 
tutte le antiche chiese poi, se sono meglio conservate sono in parte interrate, in parte deturpate da aggiunte moderne, e sarebbe opera 
utilissima liberarle dalle costruzioni che le mascherano, ristabilirne le antiche linee, rilevarne i piani, rintracciare a raccogliere 
insieme i capitelli, le colonne, i plutei, le conici sparse all’intorno;” emphasis added.
was modest reconstruction of the mausoleum, 
relative to the amount of work that was typically 
executed in churches, the impetus to not only clear 
but reconstruct the fragments of the past was an 
ideological necessity for Muñoz.
 Muñoz’s language of liberation, brings 
to mind some of Le Corbusier’s representations 
showing ancient monuments isolated in park-like 
settings which bear a resemblance to his urban 
proposals such as the Voisin plan or Ville Radieuse. 
Figure 9.  Brick infill for the consolidation of the circular walls of the mausoleum, 1938. Source: Fondo Demolizioni, Museo di 
Roma. Representation by author.
a
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Figure 10. Top: Plate LII, Le Antichitá Romane, by G.B. Piranesi. Bottom: Sculptures arranged by 
Muñoz inside Caetani Castle during the early twentieth century.
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Muñoz’s language also suggests that the idea of 
isolation leave unanswered whether this meant 
isolation from the city, or isolation within the 
urban fabric, as he later posited in his 1931 paper. 
At the mausoleum of Augustus, Muñoz began to 
look beyond the more traditional and picturesque 
nineteenth-century conception of the isolated ruin 
in the countryside towards a more modernistic 
conception of the towering monument in a park-
like urban setting. We only have to look back at 
his restoration of the much smaller Mausoleum 
of Cecilia Metella to track this shift from the 
picturesque re-arrangement of ancient fragments 
which mimics a Piranesian sensibility towards 
the Classical past (Fig. 10). In relation to the 
Mausoleum of Augustus, Muñoz understood that 
isolation did not mean complete disconnection 
from modern life, but rather the creation of a 
spatial buffer. This could be achieved by creating 
contrast — contrast between the inertness of the 
archaeological mass and the fleeting vehicular 
circulation that would surround it; and contrast 
between the material age of the ancient remains 
and the crispness of the modern architectural 
23 Ernesto Begni, The Vatican; Its History--Its Treasures (New York: Letters and Arts Publishing Co, c1914): 163-165. Muñoz 
contributed two articles to the anthology A Vatican: Its History — its Treasures (1914) titled “The Stanze di Raphael” and “The 
Loggie di Raphael.” In “Le Stanze” he discusses Raphael contribution in terms of morality and theology, and proposes that the 
the authorship of the Vision of the Cross is due to Giulio Romano.
language that would define the plaza around 
the monument. The pristine ancient monument 
would not be read as such without the presence of 
modernity as its foil.
 Despite the growing influence of 
modernity, Muñoz’s preservation aesthetic was 
inspired by representations of these monuments 
in artworks of the Renaissance and Neoclassical 
periods. Piranesi had also studied and drawn the 
mausoleum, but a more intriguing depiction for 
the purpose of this discussion is The Vision of the 
Cross in the Stanze di Raffaello.23 In the seemingly 
neutral background behind the commotion of 
soldier figures looking at a cross materialized 
in the sky, the tiered tomb structure is evident. 
Constantine’s gaze in this fresco is directed towards 
the apparition of the cross but also towards the 
mausoleum of Augustus in the distance, where 
cultural figures, presumably of the emperor are 
symbolically in the form of a cross as well (Fig. 
11). This sixteenth-century depiction, considered 
fanciful by scholars, would influence the public’s 
perception of the monument and as a result also 
subsequent restorations.
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 This representation and Muñoz’s 
knowledge and study of it is key because it 
transforms the mausoleum beyond simply 
an example of Classical architecture into an 
important symbol of the Paleo-Christian past. The 
Mausoleum of Augustus was not only pagan but 
implicitly was also part of the same early-Christian 
narrative that Santa Sabina was meant to represent. 
The depiction of the mausoleum by artists such 
as Raphael served as the ideological backbone 
for Muñoz, but the disciplinary acceptance of 
the work during the period immediately after 
its completion came from the adherence to the 
restoration principles of the 1883 Charter based 
on Boito’s theories.
 Even though the resulting project gives 
us an unequivocal understanding of the current 
political manipulation of the Classical past, 
knowing Muñoz’s parallel activities during this 
time, such as his interview with Le Corbusier 
in 1936, suggest that he was also intrigued and 
perhaps even open to alternative ideas within 
contemporary discourse about ancient monuments 
24 Munoz writes a footnote in L’Urbe suggesting that his readers would have readily dismissed Le Corbusier’s ideas, a figure who 
does not appear to be well regarded, at least in Rome, during this period. <find quotation>
25 Antonio Muñoz, “Le Corbusier Parla di Urbanistica Romana,” L’Urbe, no. 1 (November 1936): 33. “In materia d’urbanesimo è 
una chimera volersi ricollegare col passato; la civiltà moderna è civiltà della macchina; attacarsi al passato che è sterilizzante, è come 
fare del turismo in paesi morti...la continuità ci può essere solo nell’alternarsi de forme diverse.”
26 Muñoz, “Le Corbusier Parla di Urbanistica Romana,” 32. “Tra l’antico e il nuovo c’è un distacco, una rottura; un libro può essere 
di trecento pagine, ma quando si volta il foglio, da una pagina all’altra c’è discontinuità. Seppellite il passato e la vita riprende; non ci 
può essere continuazione.”
within urban settings. Muñoz was not dismissive 
of Le Corbusier’s responses, which to some degree 
contradicted the current fascist and Romanist 
philosophy towards monuments and what had 
been carried out at the mausoleum.24 “On the 
matter of urbanism it is a chimera to want to 
reconnect with the past,” Le Corbusier responded, 
“modern civilization is the civilization of the 
machine, binding to the past which is sterile, is like 
doing tourism in dead countries ... continuity can 
only exist in the alternation of diverse forms.”25 
 The form of ripristino at the mausoleum 
resulted in a sterile form of the past, but one 
nonetheless heavily imbued with political 
messaging. Le Corbusier continued, “between the 
old and the new there is a detachment, a break, a 
book can be three hundred pages, but when you 
turn the paper, from one page to another there 
is discontinuity. Bury the past and life resumes; 
there can not be continuation.”26 Despite the 
attempt to unite the present and the past through 
the pristine re-presentation of the tomb in a 
contemporary context, the reconstruction of the 
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historic site was physically moated by a transitional 
green zone several meters below grade, and by a 
secondary moat of vehicular traffic established by 
the wide streets rebuilt after the demolition of the 
surrounding neighborhood. Thus resulting in what 
Le Corbusier termed as a discontinuity, which 
arguably had not been there before. The restoration 
actually divorced the site from the present, whereas 
before it was part of contemporary life.
THE CRITICISM
 Almost all of Muñoz’s archaeological work 
during the Governatorato, which interestingly also 
included Santa Sabina, resulted in great criticism 
from intellectual circles following World War II. 
The mausoleum itself was not often singled out, in 
comparison to the excavations at the Campidoglio 
or the Roman Forum, which were common 
subjects of criticism. It was not until the 1970s 
that Spiro Kostof wrote about the unsuccessful 
symbolism/metaphor that was set-up at the Piazza 
Augusto Imperatore — “our opinion of Augustus is 
not affected by the association with Mussolini, and 
our opinion of Mussolini is not enhanced.””27
27 Spiro Kostof, “The Emperor and the Duce: The Planning of Piazzale Augusto Imperatore in Rome,” in Art and Architecture in 
the Service of Politics, ed. Henry A. Millon and Linda Nochlin (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1978).
28 The official catalog of the Mostra Augustea della Romanità featured an image of the Axum obelisk brought to Rome to com-
memorate the Italian conquest of Ethiopia. Refer to Table LXXV in Mostra Augustea della Romanità : Catalogo published in 
1938.
 The project was not condemned by 
the academic community like Santa Sabina 
immediately was, possibly because of the clear 
cut archaeological nature. A sense of scientific 
objectivity characterizes archaeological projects 
since the discipline is often associated with a 
revelation of indisputable historical facts evident 
in material remains. The danger to this more 
acceptable, and scientifically-driven excavation 
and restoration was that it equally had profound 
political meaning. The restoration of the tomb was 
completed at the time when Mussolini deployed 
his expansionist colonial mission. The occupation 
of Abyssinia (today Ethiopia) in 1936 was present 
in the public’s mind as they also saw the tomb of 
Augustus, who expanded the Roman Empire, re-
emerge in the urban landscape.28 Mussolini was 
achieving a territorial expansion not witnessed 
since antiquity. The presence of his government’s 
robustness was represented in the National 
Security Administration, housed in the modern 
buildings around the mausoleum.
 The central source of criticism was Antonio 
Cederna (1921-1996), a journalist and activist 
for the preservation of Italy’s natural and cultural 
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patrimony, who ultimately dedicated an important 
portion of his career to the condemnation of 
the “general lack of urbanist culture in Italy 
after unification.”29 Cederna wrote extensively 
denouncing the unscientific character of urban and 
preservation projects, and of those who carried 
them out, laying waste to the contribution of an 
entire generation of professionals. He considered 
Muñoz, as Director of Antiquities and Fine Arts, 
to have been Mussolini’s executing arm, since he 
29 Antonio Cederna, Mussolini Urbanista : lo Sventramento di Roma negli Anni del Consenso, 1st ed. (Roma: Laterza, 1979): xvii.
30 Cederna, Mussolini Urbanista, 244.
31 Spiro Kostof, “The Emperor and the Duce: The Planning of Piazzale Augusto Imperatore in Rome,” Art and Architecture in the 
Service of Politics, ed. Henry A. Millon and Linda Nochlin (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1978),
had directed all major isolations, renewals, and 
“scrapings” in the center of Rome.30 In other words, 
setting ruins and monuments in isolation from the 
surrounding environment under the pretense of 
hygiene and alleviating traffic congestion.31 These 
motivations had been evident in Muñoz’s writing 
on the ripristino of the mausoleum which was 
published in the Governatorato’s official monthly 
publication Capitolium in October 1938. Muñoz 
quoted Mussolini’s words upon inaugurating the 
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Figure 11. “The Vision 
of the Cross.” School 
of Raphael, attributed 
to Giulio Romano. 
The fresco’s depicts the 
mausoleum of Augustus in 
the background in line with 
Constantine’s line of vision. 
Representation by Author.
demolition of the Augusteo, “... the work for the 
isolation of the Augusteo to which today I give 
the start and which must be completed within 
three years for the two thousandth anniversary of 
Augustus has a triple utility: that of history and 
beauty, that of traffic, that of hygiene.”32 Muñoz’s 
attention to this powerful statement speaks to the 
duality in his own work — oscillating between the 
32 Antonio Muñoz, “La Sistemazione del Mausoleo di Augusto,” Capitolium, no. 10 (October 1938): 491.
33 Sventramento translates to “disembowelling” but refers to the strategy of clearing and thinning out of the urban fabric; relates 
to GIovannoni’s theory of diradamento, or thinning-out.
nobler pursuits of history and beauty and the pull 
of utilitarian concerns like traffic and hygiene.
 Through the publication of Mussolini 
Urbanista: lo Sventramento di Roma negli Anni del 
Consenso (1979),33 Cederna stated his objective 
to be the re-evocation of “forgotten facts, ancient 
polemics, heinous proposals, and aberrant projects 
excitements and failures.” Cederna characterized 
Muñoz’s restorations as disastrous to the historical 
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continuity of the city and branded him as “one 
of the most disastrous gutters of Rome, the 
“maestro ruinante”(the Master Ruiner).34 Cederna 
perceived that Muñoz was ultimately concerned 
with meeting deadlines per the regime’s directives, 
rather than being a thoughtful preservationist 
and art historian vested in the appropriate care 
of these monuments. The rapidity with which 
the city transformed during the ventennio, 
was due to the “frenetic efficiency” of Muñoz, 
according to Cederna. Under Muñoz’s leadership 
the completion of preservation projects was 
guaranteed every April 21st and October 28th, 
a timeline disavowing “every principle of respect 
for the environment in order to design the most 
grotesque demolitions and reconstructions”35
 Cederna did not believe in the 
philological-scientific character of Muñoz’s work 
and in his view, Muñoz had contributed to the 
formation of a more historicist Rome, meaning 
that the unearthing of the monument allowed it to 
represent with singular clarity a place and time in 
the past. Yet, as a composition of open space and 
34 Antonio Cederna, Mussolini Urbanista : lo Sventramento di Roma negli Anni del Consenso, 1st ed. (Roma: Laterza, 1979): xix. 
Cederna states: “al frenetico efficientismo di Antonio Muñoz, l’autentico ‘maestro ruinante’ del governatorato che garantisce, ogni 
21 aprile e ogni 28 ottobre, l’inaugurazione dei lavori raffazzonati alla peggio, corrisponde la frana di uno studioso come Gustavo 
Giovannoni, pronto a rinnegare ogni principio di rispetto ambientale per progettare le più grottesche devastazioni e ricostruzioni in 
stile romanesco-babilonese, per poi finire, sempre in nome della ‘tradizione,’ col diventare filonazista.”
35 Cederna, Mussolini Urbanista , xix.
historical fragment, the mausoleum could only be 
a product of the present and not the past. 
 Rome was a city that in the mind of many 
Roman intellectuals could not be subjected to such 
a reductionist representation of history. Ripristino 
is, in essence, a reductionist interpretation of 
history; a fundamentalist attitude towards the 
development of history, based on the definition 
that historicism is about the conditioning of 
history to fit a prescribed world view. But if we 
define historicism as based on the principle that 
all human values and institutions change, then just 
like the removal of “insignificant” architectural 
fabric was once deemed proper practice and later 
condemned as sacrilegious, Cederna’s critique of 
Muñoz’s actions at the Mausoleum of Augustus 
may again be reinterpreted as the time and society 
that judges him change. Even if the mausoleum 
is reinterpreted in the future, it will always be 
associated with Fascism and its particular use 
of history. As with many Italian critiques of the 
work of this period, such as that of Cederna, there 
is an odd willingness to overlook the political 
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associations and to dwell instead on the aesthetic 
and cultural implication of the work. 
 Cederna’s vitriolic critique constituted 
one of the first deep dives into Antonio Muñoz’s 
work and the consequence of his preservation 
legacy. It provided a base for Calogero Bellanca’s 
refutation in his publication Antonio Muñoz: La 
Politica di Tutela dei Monumenti di Roma durante 
il Governatorato (1994). Cederna had been 
unequivocal about Muñoz’s role as Mussolini’s 
executive arm in questions of preservation. This 
claim, however, was perhaps equally motivated by 
the political climate in which Cederna worked, 
when the conservative values of Roman society 
where tainted by dangerous notions of nationalism 
and authoritarianism. Muñoz was, in fact, one 
voice amongst many, and there is little evidence 
to suggest he had sole decision-making authority. 
This critique of Muñoz once again evokes his 
perception regarding professional responsibility 
as we can glimpse into through his writings on 
Domenico Fontana: “…it was not Fontana that 
ruined S. Sabina…but it was the spirit of the 
time that wanted so…”36 This almost preemptive 
response to Cederna’s future analysis of his legacy, 
36 Antonio Muñoz, Il Restauro della Basilica di Santa Sabina (Roma: Fratelli Palombi, 1938), 18. “…non fu il Fontana che rovinò 
S. Sabina…ma era lo spirito del tempo che voleva così…”
37 Antonio Cederna, Mussolini Urbanista : lo Sventramento di Roma negli Anni del Consenso, 1st ed. (Roma: Laterza, 1979): 
xxiii; emphasis added. Refer to Antonio Muñoz discussion in “Les Monuments Antiques dans L’Ambiance de la Ville Moderne.”
suggests that Muñoz understood that the act of 
preservation is tainted by the conditions of its time 
inevitably requiring us to judge the past.
 Almost fifty years after Muñoz’s paper for 
the Athens conference was published, Cederna 
newly condemned his work at the Campidoglio 
and mocked the exact language that appeared in 
the Athens paper and wrote: 
…the quarters of medieval and 
renaissance urban developments 
on the slopes of the Campidoglio 
are degraded by them [the 
Romanisti] as clusters of 
“hovels”… from time to time 
called “unworthy” ... “miserable,” 
“filthy”…All that is not ‘”work of 
art” even if it manifests historical 
continuity through its building 
fabric, and is a document of 
material culture is an “offense 
to beauty and decency”… “local 
color” on which only some 
“nostalgic” can shed tears.37
Apparently half a century later, the legacy of 
Muñoz’s work was still relevant as is evident 
in Cederna’s persistent and morally outraged 
attention to him (the Romanisti undoubtedly 
included Muñoz). Cederna used the term “hovel” 
and referred to medieval and renaissance quarters 
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as “local color” which echoed the exact language 
Muñoz used in his paper when describing the 
38 Antonio Muñoz, “Les monuments antiques dans l’ambiance de la ville moderne. L’exemple de Rome,” Mouseion; Oxford, 
January 1, 1933; emphasis added. “Pour ces friands de la couleur locale, il valait mieux aller à la recherche des restes de l’antiquité 
romaine à travers les fétides ruelles du ghetto, de la suburra et du Trastevere, où le strident contraste avec la misère environnante les 
rendait plus grandioses et plus solennels, plutôt que de presenter ces vestiges, réduits a l’état de ruines, dans une ambiance trop neuve et 
trop luxueuse. Ce n’est pas sans raison que le grand esthète e XIX siècle, John Ruskin, déclarait que, pour trouver les gemmes de la belle 
Venise, il se faisait guider par la mauvaise odeur des calli les plus sales et les plus étroits.”
39 Antonio Cederna, Mussolini Urbanista : lo Sventramento di Roma negli Anni del Consenso, 1st ed. (Roma: Laterza, 1979): 75.
rationale for the project at the Mausoleum of 
August. Muñoz wrote the following in 1931: 
For those fond of the local color, it was better to go in search of the remains of Roman antiquity through 
the fetid streets of the ghetto, Suburra and Trastevere, where the strident contrast with the surrounding 
misery made them more grandiose and more solemn, rather than presenting these vestiges, reduced 
to ruins, in an atmosphere that was too new and too luxurious. It is not without reason that the great 
nineteenth-century aesthete, John Ruskin, declared that, to find the gems of the beautiful Venice, he was 
guided by the bad odor of the dirtiest and dirtiest calli.38
Cederna asserted that Muñoz was the “ideological 
leader and indefatigable creator” of the work 
completed by a group he labeled the “sventratori 
littori” (fascist disembowelers).39 Muñoz’s writing 
was never philosophically sophisticated, so this 
seems to be a hyperbolic claim which undermines 
Cederna’s validity as an objective source and 
perhaps reveals Cederna’s own political biases. 
Figure 12. View of modern buildings at northern edge of Piazza Augusto Imperatore, 2019. Photo by author.
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Cederna further stated in a condemnatory 
manner that Muñoz “bestow[ed] upon himself 
the indisputable right to decide that which shall 
be ‘saved.”40 Which begs the perhaps polemical 
question: is this not fundamentally the definition 
of a preservationist?
 Cederna’s critique brings to light an 
important dynamic in Muñoz’s writings in relation 
to the restoration of the Mausoleum of Augustus 
and Santa Sabina. While Muñoz is continuing his 
work on the fifth-century basilica (1935-1938), 
he is trailed by the consequences of a preceding 
clearance project on the Capitoline hill (1930-
1933), where he removed the existing ancient and 
medieval residential fabric, just as he was doing 
at the mausoleum. To some degree, this creates a 
further contradiction in the figure of Muñoz, as he 
does not seem to have a consistent attitude towards 
this historical period. Some insight can be gained 
from his decisions; it is clear that the valorization 
of vernacular residential fabric is a concept that 
would develop many decades later and that at the 
time, examples of monumental architecture were 
perceived as the primary way to create historical 
40 Cederna, Mussolini Urbanista , 245.
41 Cesare Brandi, Teoria del Restauro (Roma: Edizioni di storia e letterature, 1963). “E perciò un errore credere che ogni colonna 
spezzata possa essere legittimamente rialzata e ricomposta, quando invece l’ambiente, dove questo dovrebbe accadere, ha raggiunto 
ormai storicamente ed esteticamente un assestamento che non deve essere distrutto ne per la storia ne per l’arte. Così è sempre in errore 
la sistemazione archeologica di zone di Roma che la stratificazione delle epoche aveva assestato in modo da integrare il rudero nella 
spazialità di un’opera e non in quello spazio astratto, nel vuoto che si crea balordamente intorno ad un monumento.”
consciousness. In other words, perhaps these 
critiques reflect only the historical biases of his 
own time, without taking into account for ideas 
that may not have bien part of the disciplinary 
discourse half a century earlier.
 In 1963, Cesare Brandi published 
Teoria del Restauro as a reaction to the legacy left 
by the previous generation of preservationists 
and archaeologists, such as Antonio Muñoz. 
In his critique of the reconstruction approach 
of the early third of the twentieth-century take 
took place in Rome, Brandi’s critique offers a 
retroactive but direct response to the mode of 
clearing monuments which is so tightly linked to 
Muñoz’s preservation work. The natural historical 
and aesthetic stratification of archaeological site 
should not be tampered with, neither for historical 
nor for artistic reasons. Brandi believed that the 
rearrangement of archaeological zones in Rome 
had destroyed the integrated spatial characteristics 
of ruins and had in turn placed them in an abstract 
space. Those “foolishly” created voids around 
monuments were always a mistake.41
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 The mention of abstract space implies 
that preservation, or in this particular case, 
reconstruction, is an act of architecture. 
Architecture defined as the act of giving form to 
what is otherwise abstract space. In the case of the 
Mausoleum of Augustus, there is no question that 
it was a design exercise and not merely a revealing 
of something, it is about shaping urban space to 
imbue it with historicist meaning.
 The power of the site did not end with the 
showcase of the archaeological fabric represented 
by the mausoleum, the spatial context was also 
critical in framing the experience of the ruin. Out 
of the many proposals submitted for the design of 
the plaza and the surrounding buildings, architect 
Vittorio Ballio Morpurgo was entrusted with 
executing the final design of the surrounding 
building at the same time that the mausoleum was 
being excavated.42 Morpurgo had to harmonize his 
proposal with Muñoz’s masterplan for the ruin, 
and thus proposed a responsive geometry that 
inflected and reacted to the stability represented by 
the mausoleum’s materiality as seen on the facade 
42 Vittorio Morpurgo had also been one of the inaugural contributors to Muñoz’s journal L’Urbe in October 1936. This further 
demonstrates their professional links across different platforms.
43 Spiro Kostof, “The Emperor and the Duce: The Planning of Piazzale Augusto Imperatore in Rome,” Art and Architecture in 
the Service of Politics, ed. Henry A. Millon and Linda Nochlin (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1978): 294.
44 Kostof, “The Emperor and the Duce,” 299.
45 Kostof, “The Emperor and the Duce,” 287.
of the buildings that define the northern edge of 
the piazza (Fig. 12).
 The buildings that demarcate the square 
around the ruin were conceived as curtains; the 
primary objective in the design was to act as space 
definers to the pure geometry of the now liberated 
mausoleum.43 The modernist, but also historicist, 
expression of the architecture operated as a semi-
neutral backdrop to the historic and politically 
powerful mausoleum. Architectural historian 
Spiro Kostof described the interplay between the 
buildings forming the piazza and the monument 
as follows: “the color of brick and travertine [of the 
surrounding buildings] merged the old monuments 
with the new buildings, Imperial and fascist Rome 
came together here, and the three churches were 
retained as well, as testimony to the historic 
development of the city.”44 In this juxtaposition 
of modernity and history, the unencumbered and 
imposing monument became the backdrop against 
which modern life was intended to unfold, thus 
creating a tri-cultural public space45 — the Classical 
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(archaeological), the Baroque (Christian) and the 
Rationalist (modern).46 
 This architettura razionalista was used to 
frame and glorify the past, yet at the same time, 
the new was simultaneously transformed by the 
presence of the ruin. In an oddly anonymous 
review, possibly from Muñoz himself, published 
in 1937 in Muñoz’s journal L’Urbe, the author 
defended the modernist construction being 
erected around the mausoleum observing that a 
purely classicist architecture would not befit the 
solemnity of the monument.47 
 It is important to note that the ideologies 
of Italian fascism were fluid enough to find 
their way into a variety of intellectual currents 
of the period, ranging from Futurism to more 
conservative cohorts of art historians, like Antonio 
Muñoz. What all of these currents had in common 
were ideas of nationalism, unity, and strength, an 
idealization of the future, and a glorification of the 
near and distant past.48
46 As an urban strategy for configuring historical layers, the spatial arrangement at the Mausoleum is comparable to other public 
spaces being intervening on at this time around the world, such as the Plaza de las Tres Culturas in Mexico City, were excava-
tions began after World War II in 1944.
47 “Ara Pacis,” L’Urbe, 1938.
48 Jan Nelis, From Ancient to Modern : The Myth of Romanità during the Ventennio Fascista : The Written Imprint of Mussolini’s 
Cult of the “Third Rome” (Roma: Belgisch Historisch Instituut te Rome, 2011): 32.
49 Antonio Muñoz, “Les monuments antiques dans l’ambiance de la ville moderne. L’exemple de Rome,” Mouseion; Oxford, 
January 1, 1933, 117.
 Muñoz may or may not have been solely 
ideologically driven. The obstacle to uniformly 
answer this question is that Muñoz’s preservation 
work during this period did not have the same 
aesthetic unity as perhaps architectural design 
was able to achieve during the fascist era. The 
architectural discipline did develop a stile littorio, 
but preservationists don’t seem to have an 
exact equivalent. Although the propagandistic 
objectives were the same, the message could not be 
effectively delivered by applying only one form of 
preservation design. Hence how we see a diversity 
of treatments towards historic fabric which 
respond to the specific condition of each site. 
Muñoz believed that a single system of restoration 
could not be adopted, because various localities 
and constructions…pose in each case different 
conditions. Furthermore, he marked the difference 
between living and dead monuments. Around 
the former, planning is eminently subordinate to 
the purpose for which they serve; for the latter, 
development of a predominantly archaeological 
character was more appropriate.49
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 The excavated and cleared Mausoleum of 
Augustus displays two central concepts useful to 
the understanding of Muñoz’s fluid preservation 
ideologies. First, it is the prototype of ripristino as 
an aesthetic strategy that produces a ruin where 
there previously was not one. The history of 
demolition in Italy, at least since the nineteenth 
century, was not perceived as a destructive 
process, but in fact, connoted a creative and 
constructive process which fostered opportunities 
for regeneration. This idea ties into metaphors of 
“healing” risanare, “cleansing”, and ripristino.50 
50 Aristotle Kallis, “The ‘Third Rome’ of Fascism: Demolitions and the Search for a New Urban Syntax,” The Journal of Modern 
History 84, no. 1 (2012): 41.
This philosophy followed Muñoz’s previous work 
for the Governatorato, such as the work he directed 
at the Temple of Fortuna Virile and the Temple of 
Roma e Venus, whose archaeological rearrangement 
was meant to theoretically maintain, but in 
reality eliminated, the Romantic nineteenth-
century experience of these sites (Figs. 13, 14). 
The second important concept present in the 
preservation of the mausoleum, is in regard to its 
spatial juxtaposition with a modern architectural 
language which emboldened the symbolic political 
power of the archaeological fabric — which at the 
Figure 13. Mussolini led by Antonio Muñoz and accompanied by a large following of party officials, 
visits the garden area of the Temple of Vesta (1930). Source: Archivio Luce.
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time of the excavation was pragmatically argued to 
be aimed at addressing utilitarian issues of urban 
congestion, traffic, hygiene — but where the real 
rhetorical power was in catalyzing the remaining 
archaeological fabric accentuated the weight of a 
particular politico-historical narrative.
...when it comes to renewing an 
old center and determining the 
relationship between the ancient 
environment and the new 
development: for some, where 
works of singular importance 
and highly venerable monuments 
51 Gustavo Giovannoni, “Vecchie Città ed Edilizia Nuova,” Nuova Antologia di Lettere, Scienze ed Arti 249, no. 995 (1913): 450. 
“...quando si tratta di rinnovare un vecchio centro e di determinare i rapporti tra l’ambiente antico e lo sviluppo nuovo: per l’uno, 
ove si escludano le opere d’importanza singolare ed i monumneti altamente venerandi, tutti i resti del passato non rappresentano che 
“ostacoli” nella nuova sistemazione edilizia, per l’altro sono invece “capisaldi” immutabili.”
are excluded, all the remains 
of the past do not represent 
anything but “obstacles” in the 
new building arrangement, 
for others, they are instead 
immutable ‘cornerstones’.51
he ruin was achieved by removing the layers of 
urban fabric that had accrued on the structure over 
centuries, and through their deletion not only was 
the mausoleum re-introduced as a “liberated” site 
and also as a pristine object (Fig. 15). The concept 
of making sites of historical significance pristine is 
a conceptual thread that connects both case studies 
Figure 14. “Veduta del Tempio di Cibele a Piazza della Bocca della Verità,” Giovanni Batista Piranesi. Source: 
Avery Architectural & Fine Arts Library, Classics Collection.
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evaluated here, but the aesthetic manifestation of 
this idea is drastically different in each. 
 The resulting object emboldened the 
political agenda aimed at bolstering Italian 
nationalistic pride by making ancient Rome’s 
legacy plainly visible in the urban landscape. 
The planning of the monument deliberately 
manipulated the historical palimpsest represented 
on the building in order to produce a curated 
narrative of legitimacy for the fascist party 
founded on continuity and past grandeur extolled 
by Mussolini’s political ideology. A working 
symphony hall was turned into a dead monument 
where ironically Muñoz hoped the living political 
and cultural activity of the time would unfold, “…
where a religious silence reigned on what was the 
sacred urn of the founder of the ancient empire, 
the people can gather to listen to the word of the 
Founder of the new Italian empire.”52 That said, it 
is noteworthy to point out that it was Mussolini’s 
vision that the pristine mausoleum become 
suitable to hold meetings and celebrations of great 
solemnity within the “latin sanctity” of the space.53 
Perhaps time and perspective will have the last 
word on the legacy of the Mausoleum of Augustus 
52 Antonio Muñoz, “La Sistemazione del Mausoleo di Augusto,” Capitolium no. 10 (October 1938): 508.
53 Muñoz, “La Sistemazione del Mausoleo di Augusto,” 503. Note that the previous use of the mausoleum as a place of gathering, 
a symphony hall, was not sufficiently powerful in the conceptualization of the space for Mussolini. Even though the Augusteo 
sat on the very foundations of the tomb, Mussolini saw the power of the site in making these foundations visible in order to 
grant power to his political narrative.
and Muñoz’s intervention; as of the completion 
of this thesis, the Mausoleum sits inert, closed to 
the public for nearly fifty years, lacking the vitality 
both real and imaginary of centuries past.
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Figure 15. The Mausoleum of Augustus, 1990s. Source: The Hartill Archive of Architecture and Allied Arts, 
Artstor.






POLITICS & AESTHETICS OF RIPRISTINO RIPRISTINO AT THE BASILICA OF SANTA SABINA
 The basilica of Santa Sabina is not often, 
if at all, associated with the preservation activity 
of the fascist period in Rome. Antonio Muñoz 
had completed a partial restoration during World 
War I and returned to the basilica in 1933 to 
correct parts of his previous work and intervene 
in other elements of the early-Christian basilica. 
He split his time on the Aventine hill with the 
clearance project at the archaeolwogical site of the 
mausoleum of Augustus during the second half of 
the 1930s; both projects became central elements 
of his trajectory as a preservationist and would 
1 Muñoz is also engaged around this time with the design of the pavilion for the city of Rome for the 1935 Universal Exposition 
in Brussels. At this time he is likely working in close dialogue with Adalberto Libera, since Libera was the official architect for 
the design of the more prominent national Italian pavilion. Both pavilions shared a site.
also serve as centerpieces to Mussolini’s Mostra 
Augustea della Romanità in 1938.1
 Although the restoration of the fifth-
century basilica, seemingly appears to be an 
apolitical preservation project, the motivations 
behind Muñoz’s restoration at Santa Sabina are 
laden with political charge (Fig. 16). Santa Sabina 
is the only project in Muñoz’s prolific career where 
he intervened twice, and as such, the basilica is an 
unusual case study for analyzing the fluid nature 
of Muñoz’s preservation practice in the face of 
changing political realities. It does not appear 
Figure 16. Mussolini and other figures of the party enter the basilica of Santa Sabina in Rome accompanied by 
the Dominican friars, October 28, 1936. Source: Archivio Luce.
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that both restoration campaigns had drastically 
different aesthetic qualities sufficient to establish 
a relationship between preservation aesthetics 
and political ideology directly. It would be too 
simple to describe Muñoz’s preservation aesthetic 
as directly or exclusively fascist in nature either. 
Instead, Muñoz’s manner of work represented 
older forms of practice which naturally acquired 
new associations with the political regime of 
the twenties and thirties. In the interventions 
at the basilica of Santa Sabina, Muñoz made the 
connection between Republican, Imperial, Papal, 
and Fascist Rome clear.
Although Muñoz’s work at the basilica of Santa 
Sabina did not directly require clearing around 
the church itself to demarcate or reconfigure its 
immediate urban environment, such was often 
the primary driver of many of Muñoz’s projects 
during the Governatorato period, as was the case 
at the Mausoleum of Augustus. An important 
urban choreography among previously completed 
archeological and architectural projects along the 
route, the Via del Mare, to the Aventine added an 
urban dimension to Muñoz’s work at Santa Sabina. 
Maintaining and reconstituting the historical 
view-sheds to the basilica was part of a larger urban 
processional goal evident in the plans for the Piano 
Figure 17. The network of two streets, Via del Mare and dei Monti (also called Via dell’Impero 
in its last section) which meet at the node of Piazza Venezia. Source: Arturo Bianchi, “Il 
Centro di Roma: La Sistemazione del Foro Italico e le Nuove Vie del Mare e dei Monti,” 
Architettura 12, no. 3 (1933): 139.
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Regolatore of 1931 (Figs. 17, 18). Even though 
Santa Sabina is physically elevated and isolated 
on the Aventine hill, as we see it in Tempesta’s 
perspectival map of Rome from 1645 (Fig. 19), 
and even in Nolli’s 1748 plan, the church did 
acquire important urban characteristics as the city 
grew and densified, converting its setting into a 
semi-urban condition by the twentieth century. 
 Historical representations of the basilica 
on the hill, also suggest that the approach to Santa 
Sabina had always held significance. In particular, 
the view from what today is the Piazza della Bocca 
della Verità (Fig. 20). These etchings, the most 
notable being those of Giovanni Battista Piranesi, 
are usually oriented south towards the Aventine. 
The typical perspective view of etchings of these 
area frame depicts the Aventine Hill framed by the 
Roman temples of Portuno and Ercole Vincitore, 
which by the eighteenth century had been absorbed 
by residential urban fabric, or what Muñoz might 
have termed in his time as “hovels,” and which 
Muñoz cleared between 1921 and 1925.
 Pilgrimage guides of the early twentieth 
century indicate that the pilgrimage routes 
consisted of a combination of Catholic and pagan 
sites. The 1903 guide Pilgrim-Walks in Rome traced 
the path to the Aventine hill from the Palatine Hill 
to S. Anastasia, to S. Maria in Cosmedin and the 
Figure 18. The zone between Piazza Venezia and Piazza Bocca della Verità (October 1932). 
Source: Arturo Bianchi, “Il Centro di Roma: La Sistemazione del Foro Italico e de Nuove Vie 
del Mare e dei Monti,” Architettura 12, no. 3 (1933): 141.
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Circus Maximus before ascending the Aventine 
Hill to Santa Sabina.2 Up to this moment, the 
Aventine was still perceived as “one of the most 
picturesque of Rome’s seven hills…clothed with 
thick woods.” In a 1920 catalog of the history of 
the naming of the streets of Rome, the following 
was written about the Via di Santa Sabina: “This 
place full of poetry, which invites to the greatest 
meditations ... where since 1590 the Pope with his 
cardinals ... after having dispensed the sacred ashes 
to all the people in the church of St. Anastasia, 
2 P. J. (Peter Joseph) Chandlery, Pilgrim-Walks in Rome; a Guide to Its Holy Places in the City and Its Vicinity (London: Manresa, 
1927):270-281.
3 Benedetto Blasi, Vie, Piazze, Ville di Roma, nel Loro Valore Storico e Tapografico, Illustrate e Ordinate a Dizionario Alfabetico 
(Roma: Libreria di scienze e lettere, 1923): 348. 
processionally passing through the church of 
S. Maria in Cosmedin, ascended barefoot to 
S. Sabina...”3 The character of this area of the 
city began to change rapidly during the fascist 
ventennio.
 Given Mussolini’s imperative to clear and 
isolate zones of the city during the twenties and 
thirties, cleaning and reconstituting the power of 
this view-shed towards the Aventine, and beyond 
to Ostia and the coast, legitimized the proposal to 
open the Via del Mare. This avenue carried great 
Figure 19. Tempesta perspectival plan shows the complex of Santa Sabina. Antonio Tempesta, Pianta di Roma, 
1645. Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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symbolic meaning because it suggested the fascist 
expansive and imperial spirit by culminating 
at the coast. In essence, it was a procession 
through the historical palimpsest of the city, an 
automobile pilgrimage, first through significant 
periods of Rome’s history and culminating in a 
statement about the Italian nation’s imperial future 
represented by the Mediterranean coast.
 The Via del Mare was planned to 
originate at Piazza Venezia in front of the newly 
re-configured, for maximum vehicular efficiency. 
From Piazza Venezia the road continued south 
where we can imagine vehicles zooming by the 
newly “liberated” Capitoline Hill, the Theater of 
Marcellus now pristine, past S. Nicola in Carcere 
(another church Muñoz was charged with clearing), 
past two modern governmental buildings of the 
fascist bureaucracy, with their distinctive brick 
walls and travertine framed windows and entries 
- City Hall and the Department of Infrastructure 
Development and Urban Maintenance. The 
corridor created by the two modern buildings 
opens into the now cleared Piazza della Bocca della 
Verità where the Aventine Hill comes into view.
 Several processional vie were carved out of 
the urban fabric during the fascist period of urban 
renewal, such as the Via della Conciliazione, Via 
dell’Impero, and the Via del Mare. This latter via is a 
lesser explored but equally important path since its 
sequence was curated during the replanning of the 
Figure 20. “Sotto Santa Sabina.” Plate 31 from Alcune vedute et prospettive di luoghi dishabitati di Roma, 1629. 
Giovanni Battista Mercati. Source: Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, Artstor.
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area by the commission of the Piano Regolatore in 
1931, of which Muñoz was an important member. 
Its objective was to highlight the historical 
palimpsest of the city in a highly curated manner. 
Indeed, these circulatory axes, have their precedent 
back to the sixteenth century under Pope Sixtus V 
(Fig. 21). But unlike these sixteenth-century visual 
corridors which were meant to connect linearly 
two points through the carving of urban space, the 
4 The Regia Sovrintendenza ai Monumenti was the Government body during the last years of the monarchy charged with the 
preservation and maintenance of monuments and archeological sites.
axes built in the twentieth century present a more 
complex historical choreography as one traverses 
the city. The architectural fabric that demarcates 
the flanks of this axis is just as significant as the start 
and end points. Beginning at Piazza Venezia, the 
monument to Vittorio Emanuele II, representing 
the period of the Risorgimento and the unification 
of Italy, stands at the vertex of two important 
view-sheds; a linear one to the east towards the 
Colosseum, and a more undulating path to the 
south parallel to the Tiber which culminates at the 
Aventine Hill.
 The first of his two twentieth-century 
restoration campaigns of the basilica took 
place while Muñoz was director of the Regia 
Sovrintendenza ai Monumenti del Lazio e degli 
Abruzzi4 — the governmental department charged 
with the protection, conservation, and valorization 
of historic monuments, ranging from archeological 
to architectural properties. In 1938, two years after 
completing his last restoration at Santa Sabina, 
Antonio Muñoz described the process of his 
interventions in detail, which were more recently 
summarized by Italian architectural historian 
Calogero Bellanca in 1994. The first restoration 
consisted in the following: the reopening the 
nave and apse windows, the reconstruction of 
Figure 21. Stellar Plan of Sistine Rome. Giovanni Francesco 
Bordini, De Rebus Praeclare Gestis a Sixto V Pon. Max. : Io. 
Francisci Bordini ... Carminum Liber Primus (Romae: Ex 
officina Iacobi Tornerij, 1588). 
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the transenne in reinforced concrete mixed with 
pulverized marble, and the application of selenite 
to these reconstructed screens,5 the reconstruction 
of the schola cantorum, the rebuilding of the 
cathedra and the apse walls, the restoration of the 
fresco of the apsidal basin, and the reopening of 
the small windows off the side nave.6 
 The second restoration campaign (1933-
1936), under the Governatorato,7 reconstructed 
the entire marble floor of the church, in squares 
with polychrome inlays, modeled on the existing 
parts. According to Muñoz’s accounts, by recapping 
the floor, some traces of the old paving pattern 
came to light which more accurately described the 
perimeter of the schola cantorum. Therefore, the 
one rebuilt in 1918 was knocked down and a new 
one erected.8
 In terms of methodology, Antonio 
Muñoz emphasized the chronology of the basilica’s 
history, as a manner of providing evidence for his 
scientific and in-depth approach to his restoration. 
He understood that his educated compatriots, 
with a relatively developed sense of history, would 
5 Selenite was a primitive example of glass. It is actually a clear naturally occurring transparent crystal.
6 Antonio Muñoz, Il Restauro della Basilica di Santa Sabina (Roma: Fratelli Palombi, 1938), 21.
7 The Governatorato period refers to the form of municipal government into which Rome was restructured during the Fascist 
period from 1925 until 1945.
8 Antonio Muñoz, Il Restauro della Basilica di Santa Sabina (Roma: Fratelli Palombi, 1938): 22.
9 Muñoz, Il Restauro della Basilica di Santa Sabina. 
need a more or less scientifically-sound approach 
to restoration, couched in established scientific 
canon which served to give further justification 
to the philosophies of Romanità. In Santa Sabina, 
his record included a specific history of past 
restorations that took place in the basilica since the 
thirteenth century. In 1938, Muñoz summarized 
the principles of his first intervention as follows:9
1. The restoration work was carried out with 
scrupulous respect for the ancient ... of every 
element, of every fragment, I took into 
account ... no survey have I neglected that 
could provide some useful date.
2. …in the absence of certain clues I had to 
add some elements, I always took care to 
distinguish it from the original parts, both 
with the diversity of the material used, 
and with the appropriate inscriptions and 
dates.
3. I had the same scruple in preserving 
and respecting all that, although not 
reassembled at the primitive age, had 
a certain artistic value, at any time 
performed; frescoes of the late sixteenth 
century, baroque monuments, eighteenth-
century decorations.
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However, there are locations in the basilica that 
suggest these principles may not have ultimately 
guided restoration decisions, or at least were 
interpreted differently by Muñoz. The questions of 
what to reconstruct, and when to reconstruct do 
not seem consistent when doing a close reading of 
the building. 
 Already isolated in its cloistered site on 
the Aventine hill, unlike the “stifled” mausoleum, 
the basilica of Santa Sabina is located southeast of 
the historic center of Rome overlooking the Tiber 
River. Upon ascending the Aventine hill along the 
Via di Santa Sabina, one enters the church through 
the fifteenth-century exterior porch running 
parallel to the right interior aisle which leads into 
the narthex of the church. Even without entering the 
main sanctuary space, one already finds here several 
intriguing architectural juxtapositions which clue 
the visitor to the deliberate reconfiguration of 
architectural materials in what otherwise seems to 
be an intact early-Christian basilica. Upon entering 
the narthex, with its many encrusted fragments on 
perfectly plastered walls, we find the first example 
of the subjective and picturesque nature of Muñoz’s 
restoration work  (Fig. 22). Muñoz did not place 
10 Antonio Muñoz, La Basilica di Santa Sabina in Roma (Alferi & LaCroix, 1919): 21.
11 Antonio Muñoz, Il Restauro della Basilica di Santa Sabina (Roma: Fratelli Palombi, 1938): 25.
12 Muñoz, Il Restauro della Basilica di Santa Sabina, 18. “...è tutta [l’idea] dei nostri giorni, di rispettare l’antico, di conservare 
quanto piu si poteva l’unita dello stile.”
the fragments in their current configuration, 
in fact, in his 1919 recounting of the basilica’s 
restoration he bemoans the fact that the vestibule 
has completely lost its “primitive” aesthetic as a 
result of these incrustations which seem to have 
been placed during the seventeenth century.10 
Muñoz’s interventions at the narthex interestingly 
do not propose a strategy for ripristino. Instead, 
he tolerated this seventeenth-century intervention 
perhaps because it was outside the main sanctuary 
space or neither served or detracted from his 
preservation intent.
 At Santa Sabina, we find Muñoz’s most 
notable expression of the notion of ripristino, or the 
act of making pristine, of bringing an architectural 
work to a “primitive” state of being, as Muñoz 
would describe it.11 Muñoz stated, “… it is all [the 
idea] of our days, to respect the old, to conserve 
as much as possible the unity of style.”12 Like the 
mausoleum, the ripristino of the basilica consisted 
in the removal of architectural fabric considered 
extraneous to the building’s period of significance, 
which during Mussolini’s time tended to exclude 
every period but the Augustan era. Unlike the 
mausoleum, the goal at Santa Sabina was to 
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reconstitute its Paleo-Christian character, even if 
reconstruction was necessary. The idea of making 
a Paleo-Christian church “pristine” conveys an 
attempt to purify it which arguably is a state that 
cannot be reached since these early basilicas are 
irrevocably hybrid conditions. Usually, a pagan 
space predated the location of the church, which 
was the case with Santa Sabina as well.
 By endorsing the restoration of notable 
architectural examples representative of the early 
development of Christianity in Rome, such as 
Santa Sabina, Mussolini’s secular state extended 
an olive branch to the church and demonstrated 
its conviction to abide by the agreements with the 
Holy See as negotiated in the Lateran Accords 
signed in 1929. The Lateran Accords consisted 
of a tripartite agreement meant to (1) establish 
a sovereign territory for the Holy See, Vatican 
City, (2) provide compensation by the State to 
the Church for the dissolution of monastic orders 
and the loss of property, (3) and clarify civil 
responsibility of the Church within Italy.
 The Patti Lateranensi (Lateran Accords) 
are significant to the restoration of Santa Sabina 
because they illustrate the broader context into 
which preservation projects like these come to 
be. Both Mussolini and the Pope were looking 
to control the historical narrative that was to be 
presented from here onwards, and sponsoring 
preservation projects was a way to further a 
common historical narrative, but of course, the 
type of preservation projects depended on who 
and whose agenda they were meant to represent. 
 Nineteen-twenty-nine marked a pivotal 
moment in the relationship between Church 
and State in Italy, and by consequence in the 
relationship between the Paleo-Christian and 
pagan past as well. Before the turn of the century, 
the Catholic Church had been cautious in its stance 
towards pagan Rome and the values it represented. 
Antiquity was pagan, and therefore it was not only 
Figure 22. Example of fragments found on walls of basilica’s 
narthex. Photo by author. 
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ignored, but also criticized, and usually isolated 
from the historical narratives of the Christian era.13 
There had indeed been a time when many popes 
became avid collectors of antique sculpture and 
relics, yet these artifacts represented artistic ideals 
and bestowed status on those who possessed them, 
but the pagan relics did not possess an equally 
strong moral influence on Christian values.
 As early as 1911, with the opening of the 
Mostra Archeologica curated by Rodolfo Lanciani 
and the publication of Muñoz’s Monumenti 
d’Architettura Gotica nel Lazio, an ideological shift 
began to occur in the perceived relationship of 
the pagan and early Christian pasts.14 The value 
of the Roman past began to be recognized for its 
importance as a precursor to Christianity - the 
idea of antiquity as a praeparatio of Christianity 
began to be accepted;15 Muñoz was an early 
contributor to this philosophical change. Given 
Muñoz’s areas of expertise, including the Baroque, 
Byzantine and Medieval histories of Rome, and his 
already established position within the previous 
government it positioned him as an ideal candidate 
to further this historical interconnection during 
13 Cristian Olariu, “Archaeology, Architecture and the Use of the Romanità in Fascist Italy,” Studia Antiqua et Archaeologica 
18, no. 1 (2012): 365. This may have been the official church position in the 19th century but it does not account for the many 
popes who were avid collectors of antique sculpture and relics.
14 Antonio Muñoz, Monumenti d’Architettura Gotica nel Lazio (Siena: Lazzeri, 1911).
15 Cristian Olariu, “Archaeology, Architecture and the Use of the Romanità in Fascist Italy,” Studia Antiqua et Archaeologica 18, 
no. 1 (2012): 365.
the 1930s; however, this time under different 
political pretenses.  
 In addition to reaching a political 
agreement through the Patti Lateranensi, the 
Church and State also signed the Concordato, 
which stipulated that Catholicism was to be 
established as the sole religion of the Italian state, 
and placed civil questions, such as marriage, 
divorce, and exemptions from military service, 
in the hands of the papacy. This concordat 
had significant consequences for the State as it 
pertained to the education system, which was one 
of the central points of conflict between secular and 
religious authorities. Presumably, the institution 
that controlled the educational system had the 
most power to shape the morality and identity of 
the nation through the way in which it presented 
national historical narratives. Given Mussolini’s 
civilizing mission and the Church’s historically 
proselytizing charge, aspects of Romanità served 
as the ideal common ground where the ambitions 
of both institutions could be reconciled. Due 
to Romanità’s generally conservative ethos, it 
represented an ideology where a secular and 
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religious weltanschauung could find compatible 
ground.. 
 Given this inevitable cross-feeding 
between Catholic religious values and the fascist 
cult of nationalism, through the lens of Romanità, 
Catholic discourse on antiquity would be changed. 
The culture of the twenties and thirties in Rome was 
not led by a desire to de-Christianize the city or the 
Italian nation. On the contrary, the religiousness 
embedded in the Italian ethos served as a familiar 
framework that the new regime could capitalize 
on as a way to consolidate a secular form of moral 
governance. Italian fascism, conceptualized as 
a “political religion,” sought to institute its own 
mythology, ritual and belief system, centered on 
the sacralization of the state.16
 These larger political paradigms are 
latent in Muñoz’s research tracing the origins of 
the basilica. His determination to establish this 
portion of the basilica’s historical narrative is a 
testament to the continued trend to reconcile 
pagan antiquity with Christianity. During the first 
16 Emilio Gentile, “Fascism as Political Religion,” Journal of Contemporary History 25, no. 2/3 (1990): 229–51. Italian historian, 
Emilio Gentile, was the first scholar to theorize fascism as an ideology as a political religion. He proposed that the totalitarian 
movements of the twentieth century engaged in a process of “sacralization of politics”  in a period where secularization and a 
division between church and state was the dominant trend.
17 Antonio Muñoz, Il Restauro della Basilica di Santa Sabina (Roma: Fratelli Palombi, 1938), 10.
18 Muñoz, Il Restauro della Basilica di Santa Sabina,10.
19 Refer to discussion on previous chapter on The Vision of the Cross in the Stanze di Raffaello.
phase of restoration (1914-19), Muñoz made his 
initial claim proving the hitherto anecdotal belief 
that the ancient titular churches of Rome had 
been built on the private homes of wealthy Roman 
families and thus acquired their names. According 
to Muñoz, in pagan times Christians gathered 
in these homes to practice their worship. The 
excavations indeed revealed the foundations of a 
private house and a domestic space for worship.17 
During his second excavation campaign in the 
1930s, Muñoz corroborated his findings that the 
church had been built on the site of an ancient 
Roman house where early Christian worshippers 
would furtively gather to practice.18 
 One of the more interesting contributions 
to the disciplinary discourse of the time is the 
importance that he gives the medieval period 
in Rome, and how his reading of the medieval 
acquires a slightly different significance depending 
on our focus on Santa Sabina or the Mausoleum 
of Augustus.19 In his paper “Les Monuments 
Antiques dans L’Ambiance de la Ville Moderne,” 
Muñoz stated:
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…the Middle Ages took advantage 
of Roman monuments, either 
by transforming pagan temples 
into Christian churches, or 
by building castles and towers 
on arches, mausoleums, and 
even ancient theaters. The 
Renaissance…did not have the 
opportunity to transform the 
buildings of the Roman time, 
the architects of the time used 
them to draw the models of their 
renovated art and builders to 
extract materials.20
As one of the more analytical musings found in 
Muñoz’s writings, it allows us to infer that for 
Muñoz, the critical historical shift towards ancient 
20 Antonio Muñoz, “Les Monuments Antiques dans l’Ambiance de la Ville Moderne. L’Exemple de Rome,” Mouseion; Oxford, 
January 1, 1933, 117; emphasis added.
monuments occurred perhaps haphazardly in 
the Middle Ages, not the Renaissance despite 
the fact that the Renaissance was traditionally 
held responsible for bringing forth the revival or 
the perfection of Classical values in the arts. For 
Muñoz, the medioevo was more intriguing due 
to the creative adaptation of monuments in-situ 
adding to their historical layering, rather than to 
pillage the monument for raw material, or passively 
contemplate, or document a decaying site. Muñoz’s 
reading of this historical shift, suggests that he gave 
preference to the integration of historical layers in 
Figure 23. View of current condition of the nave, apse and right lateral aisle. Photo by author.
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his own work, rather than pursue its isolation. This 
was an objective which he achieved at Santa Sabina, 
but is contradictory to the approach he took at the 
Mausoleum of Augustus.  
 Muñoz’s attitude towards the Middle Ages 
and the Renaissance is evident in his treatment 
of the tomb of Cecilia Metella on the Via Appia. 
The pagan Roman tomb had been absorbed by 
a medieval complex erected in the thirteenth 
century, and it was due to this absorption and the 
adaptable architecture of the cylindrical tomb that 
it was allowed to survive during a period when ruins 
of antiquity were better suited for construction 
materials. In the mid-eighteenth century, Piranesi 
had entered the picture as a principal defendant in 
the polarizing battle that challenged the universally 
accepted paradigm of Ancient Rome as the cradle 
of classicism. Archeology became the primary 
vehicle through which to demonstrate Roman 
architectural, and therefore cultural, superiority.21 
For this cultural and political agenda, Piranesi 
produced Le Antichitá Romane and Le Vedute di 
Roma. He compiled a body of semi-archeological 
evidence to substantiate the argument in favor of 
the Roman architectural and cultural genius. It 
was not just Romans who professes the importance 
of Ancient Rome. Muñoz picked up the mantle left 
21 Muñoz, centuries later, also manipulates archeological fragments to further a particular historical narrative.
behind by Piranesi and adapted for use in his own 
highly dynamic and fast-changing times.
THE NAVE
 Upon exiting the narthex and entering 
the main sanctuary space, one finds the basilica 
is composed of a central nave with lateral aisles 
of approximately half the height and width of the 
central axis which create a clerestory above arched 
colonnades on either side of the nave demarcating 
the aisles (Fig. 23). The most significant change 
that took place here was the reopening and 
reconstruction of the nave’s windows. In 1938, 
Muñoz recounted the original state of the windows 
as follows:
The transenne that adorned 
[the window openings]…were 
reduced to a sorry state, and 
instead of restoring them or 
replacing them, which was 
difficult and expensive, they[the 
previous restorer] preferred to 
wall them up. Those who did this 
did not even bother to remove 
[them], but enclosed them when 
the openings were walled up, 
and that is why we had the luck, 
upon reopening the windows, to 
find the remains of the ancient 
screens in the middle of the 
wall…These original transenne…
being made simply of gypsum, 
or rather of scagliola, that is of 
crystalline selenite reduced to 
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powder and mixed with water, 
cast in molds expressly prepared 
according to the desired design.22
Although during his first intervention, Muñoz 
furthered the hypothesis that the transenne had 
been constructed in the fifth century, he later 
rejected his claim and attributing the screens to 
the restorations made during the medioevo under 
Pope Leone III (795-816), or Eugenio II (824-
827).23 This reversal of opinion indicated the fluid 
historical boundaries which Muñoz defined for 
significant periods in the basilica’s history. The 
definition of what constituted medieval and early-
Christian appears to be quite expansive.
THE FLOOR
 Some of the more interesting issues with 
the restoration of the marble pavement inside 
the basilica are the degree to which old and new 
material is differentiated, and the logic by which to 
establish an appropriate period to be reconstructed. 
Muñoz stated in his 1919 publication that the 
pavement likely dates to the thirteenth century 
22 Antonio Muñoz, Il Restauro della Basilica di Santa Sabina (Roma: Fratelli Palombi, 1938): 30. “...le transenne che le ornavano, 
essendo molto fragili, erano ridotte in cattivo stato, e in luogo di restaurarle o sostituirle, cio che era difficile e costoso, si preferi di mu-
rarle. Chi fece questa operazione non si dette neanche la pena di rimuovere le vecchie transenne, ma innalzo i diaframmi di chiusura 
all’esterno e all’interno, ed ecco perche noi avemmo la fortuna, riaprendo le finestre, di ritrovare in mezzo alla muratura i resti delle 
transenne antiche...Queste transenne originali…essendo fatte semplicemente preparati semplicemente di gesso, o per meglio dire di 
scagliola, cioè di selenite cristallina ridotta a polvere e impastata con acqua, in stampi espressamente preparati secondo il disegno che si 
voleva ottenere.”
23 Muñoz, Il Restauro della Basilica di Santa Sabina, 31-32.
24 Antonio Muñoz, La Basilica di Santa Sabina in Roma (Alferi & LaCroix, 1919): 32-33.
and was reconstructed by Sixtus V;24 a period 
which had been decidedly inappropriate elsewhere 
in the space, such as the apse. Figure 9 shows a 
three-part transitional detail of the floor, starting 
with (a) a seemingly older segment of the paving 
of irregular marble fragments, (b) a transitional 
strip that appears to be contemporary due to the 
crispness of the material’s edges, and (c) larger 
white marble slabs bordered by polychromatic 
bands with cosmatesque geometric inlays (intarsia) 
(Fig. 24).
 Muñoz writes, regarding his discovery of 
the different floor pavements, that lowering parts 
of the floor was necessary throughout the basilica. 
Yet, the floor paving visible in the basilica today, 
shows no level differentiation even though the 
different paving patterns belong to presumably 
different periods, thus making the evaluation of the 
floor confusing. Camillo Boito believed that “while 
those, by virtue of their beneficent ignorance, let 
[us] clearly distinguish the ancient part from the 
modern part, these, with admirable science and 
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cunning, making the new seem old, put [us] in a 
proud perplexity of judgment, where the delight 
of contemplating the monument disappears and 
studying it becomes a very annoying task.”25 
 Muñoz may have been going back to the 
earliest evidentiary period at each discrete location, 
which would make his methodology of restoration 
more in keeping with the theories of the time. 
However, purposefully or not, it does contradict 
his original intent to bring back the basilica to a 
particular historical period. The tectonic evidence 
25 Camillo Boito, “I Nostri Vecchi Monumenti (Conservare o Restaurare?),” Nuova Antologia di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti 87, no. 
11 ( June 1, 1886): 481. “Mentre quelli, in grazia della benefica ignoranza, mi lasciano chiaramente distinguere la parte antica 
dalla parte moderna, questi, con ammirabile scienza ed astuzia, facendo parere antico il nuovo, mi mettono in un si fiera perplessità 
di giudizio, che il diletto di contemplare il monumento sparisce e lo studiarlo diventa una fatica fastidiosissima.”
in the flooring of the basilica suggests some degree 
of intentional or unintentional subversion of the 
political rhetoric of ripristino.
THE APSE
 Among some of the peculiarities that 
can be found in the architectural fabric of the 
basilica today, the semi-circular apse that caps the 
end of the central nave stands out as particularly 
unique. The interior of the apse shelters a fresco 
painted by Tadeo Zuccari from the sixteenth 
Figure 24. (a) irregular marble fragments suggesting older paving material, (b) potential transition zone 
uncertain if period to which it belongs, (c) larger marble elements bordered by intarsia. Representation by 
author.
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century, contemporary to the reported period of 
Domenico Fontana’s restoration of the basilica. 
Although Muñoz considered Domenico Fontana’s 
restoration as an encumbrance to the true spirit 
of the place, and ultimately removed Fontana’s 
work, he did not remove Zuccari’s fresco even 
though its provenance was similar to Fontana’s 
design. One reason for this may be that Muñoz 
reported that an older mosaic, similar in style to 
the one that still survives above the main nave 
door, had once existed, but no fragments of it 
were found during the restoration and thus could 
not be reconstructed.26 In his 1938 publication 
Il Restauro della Basilica di Santa Sabina, Muñoz 
explains that “many years ago we put forth the 
hypothesis that Zuccari’s painting reproduced…an 
ancient mosaic…this explains the arrangement of 
the figures and the symbolism of the composition, 
proper to the medieval spirit, and absolutely foreign 
to that of Zuccari’s tim.” 27
 This finding, and the preservation decision 
that followed, therefore, raises the question: if 
Muñoz reconstructed the marble cladding of the 
26 Antonio Muñoz, Il Restauro della Basilica di Santa Sabina (Roma: Fratelli Palombi, 1938): 38.
27  Muñoz, Il Restauro della Basilica di Santa Sabina, 38; emphasis added.
28 In French the term is typically translated as guilloché, in English as diapered, or checkered, and in Italian can also be referred as 
niellato.
29 Antonio Muñoz, Il Restauro della Basilica di Santa Sabina (Roma: Fratelli Palombi, 1938): 38. “Le pareti dell’abside, secondo 
le indicazioni del Fontana, furono rivestite di lastre di marmo bianco rabescato, con striscie di rosso porfirico, con specchi di porfido e 
serpentino riproducenti i motivi dell’opus sectile della navata centrale.”
apse walls, why did he not reconstruct the mosaic? 
Could he not leave a lacunae to indicate a part of 
the original church was missing? A possible answer 
may be that unlike Fontana’s more baroque forms, 
Zuccari’s fresco is a representation of the past 
medieval character of the church, and since the 
original medieval mosaic no longer existed below 
it, Zuccari’s work is allowed to remain in its stead. . 
 Below the half-dome where the fresco is 
located runs a shallow belt course with acanthus leaf 
motifs, which separates the fresco from Muñoz’s 
modern re-interpretation of the historic marble 
cladding that once covered the apse walls. He 
based his reconstruction decision on the chronicle 
left by Fontana describing the original aspect of 
the church:“The walls of the apse, according to the 
indications of Fontana, were covered with slabs of 
white marble in a  rabescato pattern,28 with bands 
of red porphyroid, with porphyry and serpentino 
rounds reproducing the motifs of the opus sectile of 
the central nave.”29
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(a) (b)
(d) (e)(c)
Figure 25. Components of the apsidal basin of the basilica. a) painting on the apsidal arc showing the portraits of saints discovered 
below the 16th-century decorative layers, b) fresco by T. Zuccari (16th century), c) reconstruction of presumed apse wall pattern with 
white and red marble cladding (1930s), d) reconstruction of opus sectile motifs found along nave arches (1930s), e) reconstructed 
selenite transenne in reinforced concrete (1930s). Representation by author.
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 Although porphyry and serpentine have 
historically been symbols of wealth since antiquity, 
Muñoz did not reconstruct the apse attempting to 
unify the aesthetic of an early Christian basilica 
stylistically. In which case he might have perhaps 
looked at his previous work at Santa Pressede, as he 
reported to have done for the reopened nave and 
apse windows. Although part of his proposal for 
the marble cladding of the apse walls is based in the 
still extant details found on the central nave, the 
wide horizontal porphyroid horizontal banding 
and the vertical stripes of red and white stone 
suggest a choice more closely linked with modern 
aesthetic trends. The central nave is demarcated by 
thirteen arches supported by twelve Greek fluted 
marble columns with Corinthian capitals. Above 
the columns and arches, along the entire length 
of the central nave the walls are covered, up to a 
certain height, with a tessellation of colored stones 
and marble, serpentine porphyry, green, yellow 
and antique red which are arranged in alternating 
lozenge, square, disk-shaped elements. Above each 
column, one can see rectangles either decorated 
with a disk surmounted by a cross, or by a basin 
to which a sort of shield has been superimposed.30 
30 Muñoz, Il Restauro della Basilica di Santa Sabina, 27.
31 The pavilion of Libera had rather kitschy references to airplanes, war machines and fasci, the symbol adopted by Mussolini 
based on the symbol of the Roman Lictor, and perhaps the adjective of kitsch can be attributed to Muñoz’s proposal as well. 
Even though each proposal represented opposing aesthetic ideas, it is an example of how fascism did not utilize one sole archi-
tectural style or aesthetic in order to further its historicist aims.
According to Muñoz, this example of opus sectile 
marmoreum unquestionably can be dated back to 
the fifth century.
 Muñoz’s proposal for the apse walls 
was arguably in keeping with Boito’s precept 
that the infill, or lacune, and the intervention 
is distinguishable from the original fabric. 
However, the intervention on the apse walls 
also evokes a twentieth-century language in line 
with contemporary architectural work, such 
as Adalberto Libera’s proposal for the Italian 
pavilion for the Brussels International Exposition 
in 1935. Muñoz, possessed in his archive original 
signed drawings from Libera. Muñoz had been 
the designer for the pavilion of the City of Rome, 
at the same time that Libera was designing the 
larger and more principal Italian Pavilion for the 
exposition (Figs. 26, 27). The presence of this 
material in Muñoz’s archive suggests that perhaps 
modern trends within the architectural profession 
were important influences in Muñoz’s outlook as 
a preservationist.31
 Of the thirty-four windows original to 
the basilica, which were reopened by Muñoz, three 
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Figure 26. Proposed elevation for Italian pavilion for Brussels Universal Exposition by Adalberto Libera, 1935. 
Museo di Roma, Fondo Muñoz.
Figure 27. Proposed elevation for City of Rome pavilion for Brussels Universal Exposition by A. Muñoz, 1935. 
Museo di Roma, Fondo Muñoz.
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were located on the curved wall of the apse which, 
before the restoration, were closed to the exterior. 
On the exterior, two of these had double-arched 
Gothic windows, believed by Muñoz to have 
been applied in the fifteenth century (Fig.  29).
The French Gothic tracery of these window 
enframements corresponds to the French invasion 
of the late fifteenth century and suggests the 
potential for architectural influences and ideas to 
have disseminated to Rome. The style could have 
been a political signifier in the landscape since 
the Dominican order had deep French origins 
as well. Interestingly, while in Rome Muñoz 
32 Rudolf Wittkower, Gothic vs. Classic; Architectural Projects in Seventeenth-Century Italy (New York: G. Braziller, 1974): 64.
was charged with the removal of this foreign 
architectural language, Mussolini was sponsoring 
the replacement of simpler decorative motifs with 
incredibly ornate Gothic tracery at the Milan 
cathedral in 1927.32 
THE TRAMEZZO WALL
 Even though the apse of the basilica 
was partly reconstructed and the fenestration 
of the basilica was substantially reconstructed, 
some former defining architectural features of 
Figure 28. (a) Gothic tracery at exterior apse walls before 1914 restoration, (b) view of gothic tracery at apse window and detail of 
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the basilica do not seem to have been considered 
despite Muñoz’s extensive research. 
 According to Pompeo Ugonio (1572-
1614), antiquarian and writer, a transverse wall 
divided the interior of the basilica into two equal 
parts, otherwise referred to as the tramezzo wall 
and believed to have been erected in the first 
half of the thirteenth century (Fig. 29). It was a 
remnant of a time when the basilica was shared 
between the parishioners and the Dominican 
friars which required separation for prayer. Ugonio 
expressed delight that Fontana had removed this 
ingombramento (encumbrance). For Ugonio, 
the wall was a medieval anachronism, no longer 
needed in the Counter-reformation interior of 
Santa Sabina.33 If Muñoz was attempting to reverse 
the austerity of Fontana’s intervention, and return 
the basilica to its true unity as the first Dominican 
church in Rome, then why not reintroduce the 
elements that made it distinctly Dominican? 
 Why did he not find the remnants of the 
wall upon removing the basilica’s paving, but he did 
find the remains of the pagan origins of the basilica? 
Presumably Muñoz would have found vestiges of 
33 Joan Barclay Lloyd, “Medieval Dominican Architecture at Santa Sabina in Rome, c. 1219–c. 1320,” Papers of the British School 
at Rome 72 (2004): 254.
34 Maurizio Caperna, “Antonio Muñoz: la politica di tutela dei monumenti di Roma durante il Governatorato [by] C. Bellanca 
[book review],” Palladio 17, no. 33 (2004): 149.
the tramezzo wall in his excavations as well. Here 
is where the political agenda of connecting early 
Christian past and pagan past come together. Is 
Muñoz not interested in the Medieval despite his 
academic research and expertise? Or rather did he 
knowingly leave out crucial elemen ts when they 
didn’t serve to advance his efforts to rehabilitate 
the early-Christian aspects of the basilica? 
 It is in practice, through direct contact with 
the monument, that Muñoz expressed his belief in 
the importance of liberation, or recreation, of the 
primitive form as a powerful form of preservation. 
The set of operations carried out in the church 
reveals, but also contradicts, his ideology. He 
acted based on the results of archaeological 
surveys, excavations, and the removal of plasters 
and in search of traces that would legitimize his 
reconstructions. His restoration was aimed at 
reviving an early Medieval form with the help of 
new inserts and significant deletions; even at the 
expense of Baroque additions. Although he had 
been an early proponent of the value of Baroque 
art and architecture earlier in his career, Muñoz 
did not see a place for the history of the Baroque 
in the main sanctuary at Santa Sabina.34
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THE SCHOLA CANTORUM
 The schola cantorum, or choir, was 
reconstructed twice by Antonio Muñoz, first in 
1914 and again in 1933, per his reports of new 
archeological findings during the removal of the 
basilica’s paving. The reconstructed choir walls 
appear to be composed of two different materials 
—frames versus infill panels. The design of 
reconstructed infill panels appears to be of a gypsum 
material given areas of deterioration revealing a 
white substrate, whereas the finish on the surface 
of the panels appears to have brush marks. The 
infill panels exhibit high-relief ornament where 
deliberate cutouts are apparent revealing a drawing 
of the ornament design below as if showing layering 
(Fig. 30). Given that the gypsum material of the 
transenne did not survive, why would the scagliola 
of the choir survive? Especially since Muñoz writes 
that these fragments had been found encrusted on 
the basilica’s interior walls. Muñoz replaced the 
gypsum transenne with more durable material, yet 
the reconstruction of the schola cantorum appears 
to be the opposite. The infill panels are an entirely 
new reconstruction, and the cut-outs appear like 
false aging of the material. 
Figure 29. Left: Detail of Bufalini map showing Santa Sabina and immediate surroundings. Note the presence of 
the tramezzo wall. Right: Larger context of Santa Sabina showing the relationship between the Capitoline and 
Aventine Hills. Leonardo Bufalini, La Pianta di Roma, 1551. Avery Architectural & Fine Arts Library .
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 Muñoz also rebuilt the monk’s stalls, or 
better yet he redesigned them, and it is perhaps 
their lack of ornament that distinguishes them 
clearly from the basilica’s ancient fabric. The finish 
of the wooden stalls is polished and very distinct 
from the simple finish used in the coffered wood 
ceiling, which was also a reconstruction by Muñoz 
in 1933. Like at the apse walls, it appears that 
Muñoz was trying to show his hand as a designer 
through the reconstruction of the choir since 
this is one of the few locations where we have his 
working sketches for a design proposal (Fig. 31). 
 The layout of the choir was based on 
changes to liturgical needs during Sixtus V’s era 
which was not in place in the early Dominican 
basilica. Previous scholarship has confirmed that 
Sixtus V had reconfigured the schola cantorum or 
presbytery per the liturgical needs of the time.35 
Thus begging the question of why Muñoz partially 
rebuilt some of what Sixtus did, but removed 
other elements? Did he have a sound rationale? 
Alternatively, was the process pseudo-scientific, as 
critics of the time had proposed?
35 Barclay Lloyd, “Medieval Dominican Architecture at Santa Sabina in Rome, c. 1219–c. 1320,” Papers of the British School at 
Rome 72 (2004): 231–92.
36 Terry Kirk, The Architecture of Modern Italy (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, c2005): 172.
37 Kirk, The Architecture of Modern Italy, 172.
 One of the earliest mentions of the 
concept of ripristino in relation to issues of 
architectural restoration can be attributed to 
Abbot Angelo Uggeri, an amateur architect 
and academician, who was the first to submit 
a proposal for the basilica of San Paolo fuori le 
Mura after it burned in 1823 (Fig. 32).36 At the 
time, the church was considered a testing ground 
for emerging theories of preservation. Uggeri’s 
proposal called for reconstructing the church in 
pristinum with improvements to some elements 
of the old design which would be rebuilt with 
ideally Classical features.37 The restoration of S. 
Paolo established a precedent for the restoration 
of religious spaces during the nineteenth century. 
This pivotal example demonstrates that the idea 
of reconstruction, of extracting a historically 
idealized version of a building, was not a fascist 
ideology but had deep roots in Italian preservation 
history. Muñoz, on the one hand, is a proponent of 
reconstruction and making pristine. On the other, 
he also recognizes the value of ancient monuments 
for their quality as palimpsests. Muñoz believed 
that “… from a picturesque point of view, it is 
perhaps more interesting this mixture of ancient, 
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Figure 30. View of current schola cantorum showing two tonalities of materials, and weathering which could 
indicate a gypsum material made to look like stone (scagliola), indicating this to be primarily a reconstruction. 
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and of Medieval, pagan and Christian.”38 This 
rhetorical contradiction between what he writes 
about the basilica and what he executes in the 
building is significant because in the case of Santa 
Sabina these two lines intersect. To make the 
basilica pristine Muñoz had to excavate down into 
the historical layers of the church and reconstitute 
the palimpsest in an even more visible form, thus 
illustrating his attitudes towards the values he 
ascribed to the architectural fabric of ancient 
Roman churches.  
 By the time Muñoz began his initial 
restoration in Santa Sabina, Boito’s ideas were 
well established as the criteria through which 
professional preservation work was evaluated in 
Italy. This context is evident in the writings of 
critics of the time which concentrate on issues of 
what is proper philological and scientific restauro. 
The fourth National Congress of Italian Engineers 
and Architects of 1883,39 also known as the Prima 
Carta del Restauro, synthesized Boito’s restoration 
philosophies, which later also were codified in 
38 Antonio Muñoz, “La Via dell’Impero e La Via del Mare,” Capitolium 8 (1932): 556. “…dal punto di vista pittoresco è forse più 
interessante questa commistione di antico, e di medioevale, di pagana e di cristiano.”
39 Terry Kirk, The Architecture of Modern Italy (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, c2005), 182.
40 Rudolf Wittkower, Gothic vs. Classic; Architectural Projects in Seventeenth-Century Italy (New York: G. Braziller, 1974): 64.
41 Camillo Boito, “I Nostri Vecchi Monumenti (Conservare o Restaurare?),” Nuova Antologia di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti 87, no. 
11 ( June 1, 1886): 481. “meglio dunque un asino di restauratore che un restauratore sapiente.”
the International Athens Charter for Historic 
Monuments in 1931.
 Camillo Boito considered Viollet-le 
Duc to have been the originator of a romantic 
theory of restoration, one Boito was trying to 
re-conceptualize, and which was likely been 
born out of a Romantic attitude towards historic 
architectural styles since the seventeenth century.40 
Boito knew that Viollet-le-Duc’s ideas were, until 
then, universal and followed by many, indeed by 
the most if not all in Italy. It was this Romanticism 
of the perfected monument that Boito worked 
against, writing that he preferred poor restorations 
to good ones. Expressing a preference for those 
who perhaps out of ignorance, allow for the clear 
distinction of new and old. He famously said, 
“better an ignorant restorer than a knowledgeable 
one.”41  
 Almost contemporaneously to these 
theoretical advances (1896-1899), established 
preservationist Giovanni Battista Giovenale was 
completing the restoration of Santa Maria in 
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Cosmedin, just down the hill from Santa Sabina.42 
Giovenale’s choice to tear down the church’s 
eighteenth-century façade in favor of the ripristino 
of the twelfth-century façade was a decision 
considered extremely drastic, especially seen in 
relation to the theories of Boito already recognized 
a decade earlier, of which Giovenale had faithfully 
followed otherwise. Giovenale was considered 
antithetical to the established Roman tradition of 
Giuseppe Valadier and his restoration of the Arch 
of Titus which was considered as the first scientific 
42 Giovenale was also one of the individuals who nominated Muñoz for Director of Monuments in 1921.
43  Terry Kirk, The Architecture of Modern Italy (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, c2005): 170.
44 This is the fundamental definition of ripristino.
restoration project in Rome where the technique 
of reintegrating materials into the ruin moved 
away from the artistic license which characterized 
the work of the eighteenth-century.43 It is believed 
that Muñoz derived his practical knowledge from 
his teacher Giovanni Battista Giovenale and his 
restoration theory from Camillo Boito. According 
to Boito, the proper handling of a historical 
building should begin with stripping from the 
fabric any elements extraneous to the original 
period.44 Is this not a definition of ripristino? Boito 
Figure 31. A. Muñoz’s sketch for the new schola cantorum with the redesigned apse walls in the 
background. Museo di Roma, Fondo Antonio Muñoz.
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Figure 32. Etching of the basilica of S. Paolo before the fire. Note the similarities in its spatial configuration to S. 
Sabina. “Spaccato interno della basilica di S. Paolo fuori delle Mura.” GB. Piranesi, 1748-1751. New York Public 
Library, Digital Collections.
also proposes that “the building should then be 
repaired, not reconstructed, and only repaired 
where necessary, and in such a way that modern 
patches can be plainly detected…45 This second 
component of Boito’s conceptual framework is 
not follow clearly y Muñoz in the case of the schola 
cantorum, the paving, and the windows.
 During the sixteenth century Sixtus 
V’s ideas were made manifest by his architect 
Domenico Fontana. The Pope’s driving motivation 
45 Spiro Kostof, “The Emperor and the Duce: The Planning of Piazzale Augusto Imperatore in Rome,” Art and Architecture in the 
Service of Politics, ed. Henry A. Millon and Linda Nochlin (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1978): 287.
46 Antonio Muñoz, Il Restauro della Basilica di Santa Sabina (Roma: Fratelli Palombi, 1938): 44. 
in sponsoring projects of restoration was his 
campaign against the rise of Protestantism and 
therefore endeavor to force what he considered to 
be dangerous influences out of visibility. If Muñoz 
was Mussolini’s preservationist, Fontana was 
Sixtus V’s architect. The fascist agenda, through 
the work of Muñoz, emphasized the Latin-ness of 
the basilica as superior to its “Eastern,” presumably 
Byzantine, counter-parts;46 the Roman Paleo-
Christian tradition, even though associated 
with the period of Emperor Constantine, is not 
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perceived as comparable to what was built in 
Constantinople.47
 Muñoz paid attention not only to the 
period in which Fontana worked but also to the 
events that took place decades before Fontana 
arrived in Rome. His approach to historical 
research suggests that for Muñoz it was critical to 
situate the Fontana within a context in order to 
understand the figure. Muñoz distills the political, 
social and ethical objectives of Sixtus V’s papacy 
in order to provide the parameters under which 
his official architect, Fontana, would practice. 
Fontana’s preservation aesthetics were driven by 
the goal to fight Protestantism, to assert a defensive 
stance against the Ottoman Empire, and to favor 
the buildings of specific monastic orders which 
worked to elevate the barrier against the Lutheran 
Reformation.48 Inadvertently Muñoz created 
implicit parallelism to himself in his present 
situation.
 The character of Sixtus’ papacy had 
been marked by austerity; a reactionary political 
stance that today is referred to as the Counter-
Reformation. As the Pope’s architect, Fontana’s 
restoration was also politically motivated. 
47 Antonio Muñoz, “Notizie da Costantinopoli,” L’Arte: Rivista di Storia dell’Arte Medievale e Moderna 9 (1906): 60–62.
48 Antonio Muñoz, Domenico Fontana, Architetto, 1543-1607; Con 24 Tavole Fuori Testo (Roma: Cremonese; [etc., etc, 1944).
49 Antonio Muñoz, La Basilica di Santa Sabina in Roma (Alferi & LaCroix, 1919), 14.
According to Muñoz’s study of Domenico 
Fontana, during the second half of the sixteenth 
century, the Catholic Church, threatened by the 
perceived danger of the Lutheran Reformation, 
gathered all its forces, abandoned all outward 
pomp, forgetting worldly joys and the “paganizing 
sensualism” of the Renaissance to return to a rigid, 
and presumably pure, Christian morality. It used 
all its resources — preaching, war, and art — as 
weapons in its struggle. Thus poetry, painting, 
and architecture also assumed a moral, didactic 
function that they had not had in the first half 
of the century.49 Muñoz’s thesis about Fontana’s 
work during the Counter-reformation provides 
a new reading about our understanding of this 
period. His position diverged from the generally 
accepted historical understanding of this period, a 
time where the church actually increased its show 
of wealth, perhaps as a way of attracting followers 
to the Catholic faith. Muñoz interpreted Fontana’s 
intervention in the building as an act of disguise 
at the time of the Counter-reformation. He stated 
how “Santa Sabina from an early Christian and 
medieval basilica, still largely decorated with its 
marble, its mosaics, its screens, was transformed, or 
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rather it was camouflaged in the cold and severe 
time of the Counter-Reformation.” 
 Given what Muñoz encountered during 
his first restoration at Santa Sabina, it was important 
for Muñoz to understand the motivation of those 
that came before him, ultimately publishing a 
book about the architect in 1944. Muñoz offered 
a complex reading of Fontana; on the one hand, 
he considered him the most representative Roman 
architect from the last two decades of the sixteenth 
century, and on the other hand, he provided an 
unenthusiastic characterization of Fontana’s legacy 
as merely average.50 Muñoz wrote that “Domenico 
Fontana…is simply a child of his age; he is the 
typical expression of a school circumscribed in a 
specific time and a particular place; the master who 
most clearly presents us with the characteristics 
of Roman architecture of the last quarter of the 
sixteenth century.”51
 We can imagine Muñoz’s extemporaneous 
dialogue with Fontana as a way of coming to terms, 
perhaps, with what he would have inevitably 
50 Antonio Muñoz, Domenico Fontana, Architetto, 1543-1607; Con 24 Tavole Fuori Testo (Roma: Cremonese; 1944): 14.
51 Muñoz, Domenico Fontana, Architetto, 91-92.
52 Muñoz, Domenico Fontana, Architetto,  43.
53 Antonio Muñoz, Il Restauro della Basilica di Santa Sabina (Roma: Fratelli Palombi, 1938): 18. “Il restauro di Santa Sabina 
condotto dal Fontana guastò uno dei più bei monumenti dell’antica arte Cristiana di Roma; ma di questa rovina, come di tante altre 
dello stesso genere, sarebbe ingiusto accusare gli artisti che le compirono: non fu il Fontana che rovinò S. Sabina, come non furono il 
Maderno e il Borromini che trasformarono le basiliche Vaticana e Lateranense, ma era lo spirito del tempo che voleva così; era una 
civiltà nuova che prendeva il posto dell’antica e ad essa si sovrapponeva con violenza.”
recognized as a primarily politically-driven 
preservation agenda. Muñoz excuses Fontana of 
the responsibility of his intervention in two of his 
publications, underscoring his belief that political 
authority disenfranchises the practitioner to some 
degree. In his book on Fontana (1944) Muñoz 
wrote that “…the destruction and tampering 
with the emblematic remains of imperial Rome, 
which were perpetrated at the time of Pope Sixtus, 
cannot be imposed on Domenico Fontana, who 
was not…more than the executor of his master’s 
orders...”52 Prior to this, he also stated in Il Restauro 
della Basilica di Santa Sabina (1938) that “the 
restoration… led by Fontana spoiled one of the 
most beautiful monuments of ancient Christian 
art in Rome, but…it would be unjust to accuse the 
artists who performed them: it was not Fontana that 
ruined S. Sabina,…it was the spirit of the time that 
wanted so, it was a new civilization that took the 
place of the old and overlapped it violently.”53
 These are important statements because 
they acknowledge that the restoration “ruined” 
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the original and that the restorer should not be 
blamed. It is perhaps a preemptive strike against 
future critics of his work, helping future scholars 
to understand his contradictions. Muñoz’s writing 
indicates that he likely believed that the success of 
a theory is determined by political circumstances. 
This statement sheds light on Muñoz’s view 
of himself relative to the current political 
establishment, which scholars of Muñoz sought to 
support decades later. Calogero Bellanca proposed 
that “if starting from the thirties, [Muñoz’s] 
scientific activity seems less brilliant, this is due to 
the commitments made to the Governorato.”54
 Furthermore, Muñoz’s statement on 
Fontana’s agency exhibits a tone of nostalgia and 
how “the spirit of the time” and “new civilizations,” 
which may refer to what is happening in Rome at 
the time, can distort a society’s architectural and 
artistic values. As an indefatigable chronicler of the 
urban transformations of Rome during this period, 
through photographic records and historical 
accounts, and as a vocal defender of Romanità, we 
can hypothesize that Muñoz exhibited perhaps a 
level of resistance, or at least caution, to the major 
54 Calogero Bellanca, Antonio Muñoz : La Politica Di Tutela Dei Monumenti Di Roma Durante Il Governatorato (Roma: L’Erma 
di Bretschneider, 2003): 239.
55 A separate study on the relationship of Antonio Muñoz and his longtime conservator, Eugenio Cisterna, could yield interest-
ing insights on this regard.
transformation and ultimate disappearance of the 
urban Roman fabric.
 Muñoz’s claim poses a more significant 
question relating to preservation practice and the 
degree to which a preservationist is ultimately 
responsible for the work that takes place, or if 
ultimately, the responsibility falls in the hands of 
the intellectual authors, assumed to be the political 
leadership. If we hold this assumption to be true, 
then Muñoz’s work cannot be analyzed from a 
purely technical standpoint. The technical and 
material aspects of restoration are a path into larger 
socio-political questions and not an analytical end 
in itself.55 Emphasis on technical restoration issues 
has dominated Italian scholarship on Muñoz. 
Given the knowledge that intra-disciplinary 
politics and Politics inevitably influenced his work, 
the technical evaluation of his work must bear in 
mind that preservation aesthetics is inevitably tied 
to larger forces that can manipulate the ideal vision 
of professional practice.
 The reception of Muñoz’s restorations at 
Santa Sabina brought skepticism to his reputation 
as an academic and practitioner. Fervent critiques 
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were published, first in 1919 by Roberto Lònghi 
regarding Santa Sabina, and in the 1970s by 
Antonio Cederna condemning Muñoz’s overall 
career. These articles reached their maximum 
intensity in the aftermath of World War II 
once the political reality in Italy had drastically 
changed towards more left-leaning political ideas 
that rejected the right-wing nationalism that had 
permeated Italy since the Risorgimento.
 It is worth pausing to consider Lònghi’s 
1919 critique of Santa Sabina which was written 
the same year that Muñoz complete his first 
restoration. In his pointed article titled “La Toilette 
di Santa Sabina e Altre Cose” in il Tempo,56  Lònghi 
condemned the removal of Domenico Fontana’s 
1587 restoration, in particular, and rebuked 
Muñoz’s pseudo-scientific rationale for bringing 
the basilica back to a presumed “primitive” 
appearance, a pristine state.57  Lònghi appraised the 
completed restoration stating:
[In  Santa Sabina] we now have…
the church-museum, the didactic 
model of Christian basilica…S. 
56 Facchinetti, “Lònghi, Roberto,” Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, 2005, http://www.treccani.it//enciclopedia/rober-
to-longhi_(Dizionario-Biografico). Lònghi was a scholar of Caravaggio and della Francesca and had also been a student of 
Adolfo Venturi, an intellectual father figure for Muñoz’s during his studies as an art historian at the University of Rome.
57 Roberto Longhi, “La Toilette di Santa Sabina e Altre Cose,” 1919.
58 Roberto Longhi, “La Toilette di Santa Sabina e Altre Cose,” 1919.
Sabina is half a false church…I 
declare finally to have publicly 
reopened the discussion on this 
enormous abuse, I do not know 
if more aesthetic or moral, behind 
the pompous frontispiece of the 
self-styled “problem of restoration 
of monuments.” There is no 
problem of restoration but only the 
lie of restoration...An architecture 
cannot be restored — in the 
sense of reintegration of the 
missing parts — just as it cannot 
be — a painting or a sculpture.58
Lònghi is undoubtedly critiquing the 
reconstruction of the nave windows the apse walls, 
at the very least. This problem he expresses between 
the aesthetic or moral consequences of restoration 
is compelling for he implies that aesthetics have an 
ethical dimension. One wonders what constitutes 
the false half of the church, whether it is constituted 
by the aesthetically modern reconstructions, such 
as the apse, or the reconstructions that are made to 
look old such as the windows? Lònghi presented a 
severe critique of the work, but what he suggested is 
particularly intriguing in an additional dimension. 
He based his criteria for evaluating Muñoz’s 
restoration by echoing John Ruskin’s noted 
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position that restoration is a lie.59 Thus, Lònghi 
set up an ideological discourse between a figure 
like Ruskin and Muñoz, and opened an important 
disciplinary dialogue concerning a central and 
very contemporary polarity within the field of 
preservation — is there such a thing as restoration, 
or restauro?60 
 However, beyond the superficial 
understanding of this theoretical duality, Lònghi 
set up a slightly different polemic than simply 
the rivalry between Ruskin and Viollet-le-Duc. 
In relation to Santa Sabina, the question about 
“restoration” was not only about returning the 
building to what it was (Viollet-le-Duc’s stylistic 
unity), but also about removing false restorations 
which themselves were intended to “correct” an 
image of the past. Although not unequivocally, 
Muñoz perhaps was more likely a proponent of 
the philosophies that came out of the Viollet-le-
Duc school of thought. This is supported by his 
emphasis on achieving the original and pristine 
vision of the basilica. Contemporary preservation 
theory in Italy, propelled by Camillo Boito, had 
advanced the idea that the present preservationist 
59 John Ruskin, Seven Lamps of Architecture (Kila, MT: Kessinger Publishing Co, 1998), xix. “Do not let us talk then of 
restoration. The thing is a Lie from beginning to end.”
60 Note on semantics: The discipline  of Preservation in Italy is referred to as ”Restauro” which would suggest the discipline is 
conceived to be in closer dialogue with conservation as defined in the American context.
61 Camillo Boito, “I Nostri Vecchi Monumenti (Conservare o Restaurare?),” Nuova Antologia di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti 87, no. 
11 ( June 1, 1886): 481.
could not really “correct” the image of the past. 
Boito rather mockingly wrote in 1886 in “I Nostri 
Vecchi Monumenti: Conservare o Restaurare?” 
that those preservationists who sought to 
embody the spirit of the ancient architect, only 
embodied their virtues but conveniently not their 
defects, for it was these defects that the “modern” 
preservationist sought to correct.61
 In contrast to the academic reception of 
Muñoz preservation work, the perspective of the 
Dominican Friars about Santa Sabina was highly 
congratulatory. In 1936 Friar Martino St. Gillet, 
the current Master General of the Order of the 
Preachers, wrote the preface to Muñoz publication 
Il Restauro della Basilica di Santa Sabina. “[Visitors] 
will have the happy surprise, entering Santa Sabina, 
to see the most exact, the most complete, the greatest 
— not to say the most beautiful — of the basilicas 
of Rome.” Not only did the Dominicans confirm 
Muñoz aesthetic objective — ripristino. However, 
they also expressed gratitude to the regime for 
the completion of the work. Friar St. Gillet text 
continued stating: “if ... finally, we have returned 
to Santa Sabina, we owe it, after God, to the wisdom 
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and spirit of the decision of the Italian Government 
and to the goodwill of the Governatorato of Rome.”62 
 The Dominican Order, at least as 
symbolic of the larger institution of the Catholic 
church, in this way, demonstrated their alliance 
with the historicist objectives of the fascist regime. 
By agreeing to acquiesce to Mussolini’s political 
aims, they would achieve certain permanence in 
Rome and a sense of security.
His Excellency Mussolini, on 
October 28, 1936, coming in 
person to visit our ancient and 
new dwelling on the Aventine, has 
in a certain way consecrated with 
his presence and his approval, 
not only the re-establishment of 
the Friars Preachers in their old 
Convent, but the restorations 
that were made to restore it to 
its original splendor and make it 
a worthy dwelling at the time of 
Rome and of an Order like ours, 
seven times as old.63
In the case of the basilica of Santa Sabina, 
Mussolini’s sponsorship of the restoration 
project was most likely in preparation of the IV 
62 Antonio Muñoz, Il Restauro della Basilica di Santa Sabina (Roma: Fratelli Palombi, 1938). ). “Se...finalmente, siamo tornati a 
Santa Sabina, lo dobbiamo, dopo che a Dio, alla saggezza e allo spirito di decisione del Governo Italiano ed alla buona volontà del 
Governatorato di Roma;” emphasis added.
63 Muñoz, Il Restauro della Basilica di Santa Sabina. “S.E. Mussolini, il 28 Ottobre 1936, venendo in persona a visitare la nostra 
antica e nuova dimora sull’Aventino, ha in certo qual modo consacrato con la sua presenza e la sua approvazione, non soltanto il rista-
bilimento dei Frati Predicatori nel loro vecchio Convento, ma i restauri che vi si fecero per restituirgli il suo originale splendore e farne 
una dimora degna ad un tempo di Roma e di un Ordine come il nostro, sette volte secolare;” emphasis added.
64 Although historically Constantine and Augustus are separated by centuries, for Mussolini both figures are key to his idea of 
early Christianity as being tightly interwoven into the the identity of the Roman Empire.
Congresso di Archeologia Cristiana (IV Congress 
of Christian Archeology) and the Mostra Augustea 
della Romanità which both took place in 1938. 
Not only was Mussolini interested in associating 
himself with the Augustan past, but also in being 
the one who further heightened Rome’s historical 
position as the cradle of Christianity through the 
sponsorship of preservation projects throughout 
Rome that highlighted the city’s Constantinian 
(also Ancient Roman) and early Medieval legacy.64 
An important, and often overlooked, message 
of the Mostra Augustea della Romanità regarded 
the role of Christianity in the development of 
the Roman Empire. Christianity was represented 
as having been in the service of the Empire, back 
then represented by Augustus, and now Mussolini 
(Fig. 33). Even though there was a three-hundred-
year gap between both Roman rulers, both periods 
became equally representative of ancient Rome’s 
glorious past which fascism extolled. 
 Even throughout the medioevo, the 
providential coincidence of the birth of Jesus 
during Augustus’s reign remained deeply rooted 
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in the psyche of the era (e.g. Tiburtine Sibyl meets 
Augustus, 1475-1480). Muñoz continued focus 
on the medioevo is evident in his 1921, Roma 
di Dante, where he chronicles the development 
of medieval Rome. Muñoz writes that during 
this period the first constantinian basilica were 
being erected, which “seem to compete with the 
temples of pagan gods,” in their architectural 
grandeur. Muñoz considered that these edifices 
of the fourth and fifth centuries “recovered the 
splendid details of the Augustan age.”65 Through 
his publication Muñoz directly contributes to the 
idea of the Augustan age as a reference standard 
against which to gauge the architectural splendor 
of early-Christianity. Thus, the Paleo Christian, 
represented through its architecture, was material 
evidence for Rome’s continuous historical praise to 
Augustus, and indirectly gave further legitimacy to 
Mussolini’s ideologies. 
 Traditionally, university-trained scholars of 
antiquity were the main opinion formers,66 and as 
such, Muñoz’s expertise as a restorer and scholar 
of Byzantine and Medieval churches made him a 
useful expert for the regime. In the official catalog 
of the Mostra Augustea della Romanità, the chapter 
dedicated to the exhibits section on Christianity 
65 Antonio Muñoz, Roma di Dante (Milano: Bestetti & Tumminelli, 1921): 107-108.
66 Romke Visser, “Fascist Doctrine and the Cult of the Romanita,” Journal of Contemporary History 27, no. 1 (1992): 8.
67 Mostra Augustea Della Romanità : Catalogo (Roma: C. Colombo, 1938).
states: “…[Christians] while they animately refused 
until their death every act of worship towards 
the emperor and the gods of paganism, they 
always, however, recognized the sovereign and 
his magistrates the authority granted by God to 
govern on earth.”67 Characterizing early Christians 
in this way, coupled with the militaristic imagery 
of regime, Mussolini’s view of Italians as “citizen-
soldiers,” and a deep-set Catholic value system, 
it was clear that society was now being asked to 
submit with as much loyalty and submission to the 
sovereign of the Fascist Empire.
 Despite the enmity that characterized 
scholarly criticism in the first half of the twentieth 
century, the end of the century re-evaluated the 
nature of Muñoz’s work. Calogero Bellanca’s 
revisited the figure in 1994 aiming to redeem 
Antonio Muñoz from the unfavorable opinions 
that had dominated academic discourse. As 
the most recent, and most comprehensive 
study of Muñoz’s work in its totality, Bellanca 
acknowledged that “attempting a conclusive 
discourse on the activity of Antonio Muñoz still 
seems difficult; however, the research carried out 
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Figure 33. “…the Christians, on the other hand, even if they animately refused until death every act of worship 
towards the emperor and the gods of paganism, [they] always recognized in the sovereign and his magistrates 
the authority granted to them by God to govern on earth.” Mostra Augustea Della Romanità : Catalogo (Roma: 
C. Colombo, 1938).
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has allowed, given the copiousness of the material, 
a good restitution of the scholar, of his interests 
and orientations, together with the verification of 
the works actually performed.”  Muñoz’s multiple 
activities have extended from the study of artistic 
expressions to the restoration of the monumental, 
from the preservation actions carried out under 
two administrations (state and governorship) to a 
practice as an architect, teacher, and essayist.68
68 Bellanca structured his research by providing a context in terms of the existing culture of restoration, and divided Muñoz’s 
work between two professional preservation phases —  his preservation works under the Soprintendenza ai Monumenti from 
1909 to 1928, and as Director of Antiquities and Fine Arts between 1929-1944 — and his activities as an architect and founder 
of the Museum of Rome. For each project completed by Muñoz before the regime, Bellanca created a series of orthographic line 
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  This thesis set out to critically assess 
Muñoz’s work by analyzing it against established 
European theories of preservation. Additionally, 
it strove to assess the contemporary relevance 
of Antonio Muñoz and his work in a broader 
historical and theoretical context in order to 
characterize more precisely the aesthetics of his 
restoration work which evolved from a unique 
understanding of the concept of ripristino. As 
a result of the review of existing scholarship and 
primary sources, along with the qualitative analysis 
presented in the previous chapters, this research 
proposes the following conclusions:
 The work of Antonio Muñoz, and 
himself as a figure, are important to the broader 
landscape of the history of Preservation (Restauro) 
and preservation aesthetics, even beyond its local 
Roman context. Muñoz represents the figure of 
the preservationist as someone who responded to 
individual circumstances in a different mode of 
intervention. He exemplifies a form of preservation 
practice that diverges from the idea of having 
a constant methodological approach. Instead 
Muñoz applies different modalities of intervention 
in a building in spite of his own rhetoric about 
what constitutes an act of  ripristino.
 During the fascist era, Muñoz operated in 
an environment in which his skills and sensibilities 
were well-suited — either because he was not an 
ideologue or because he was the right kind of 
ideologue. The complexity of the relationship 
of Romanità to Muñoz’s philosophy about to 
the city’s past was expressed in the many ways he 
manipulated the buildings he restored which were 
reinterpreted for the benefit of those in the present. 
The fascist regime created a dynamic rhetorical 
framework for claiming “heritage” and insinuating 
legitimacy for their claims to power which could 
either be “modern” or rooted in some idea about the 
grandeur of the past. It is hard to entertain the idea 
that Muñoz could have engaged in as controversial 
and expensive projects as the revealing of the Tomb 
of Augustus and the two restorations at Santa 
Sabina, without understanding their political and 
rhetorical meaning to the fascists and, presumably, 
the citizens of Rome and perhaps, even, Italians 
generally. Muñoz has most likely been summarily 
dismissed because of his strong ties to the Italian 
fascist regime —an idea which was cemented 
by the post-war preservation community. The 
line of inquiry in this research does not seek to 
conclude whether Muñoz was or was not acting 
with intent when he created symbols of political 
value, but rather this thesis explored the ways in 
which preservation always has political context 
and consequences. 
 Muñoz may have bent to the will of the 
fascists or may have just carried out what he thought 
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was correct as a preservationist. However, the focus 
of this thesis is rather on drawing out observations 
about the powerful ways in which preservationists 
performed political messaging in the buildings they 
selected, the discrete decisions they made, and how 
they chose to justify their actions in the aftermath. 
In this study, the lens of ripristino as an aesthetic 
tool for furthering political messaging was the 
most insightful mode of preservation. Even those 
who proclaim that their actions are rational and 
apolitical do so with the result that they acquire 
license within a political and juridical context to 
proceed. However, it would be naive to conclude 
that the idea that the tomb of Augustus was just 
a picturesque design exercise or that the second 
Santa Sabina restoration was just an opportunity 
to correct some earlier mistakes.
 Politics should not be the only lens, nor 
should the political dimension be wholly ignored 
in order to allow for meaningful analysis of the 
work of Muñoz. As Maurizio Caperna effectively 
stated in his review of Calogero Bellanca’s seminal 
publication, “an investigation concerning Muñoz 
cannot be limited to the disciplinary field of 
restoration, [only] discussing methods practiced 
1 Maurizio Caperna, “Antonio Muñoz: la politica di tutela dei monumenti di Roma durante il Governatorato [by] C. Bellanca 
[book review],” Palladio 17, no. 33 (2004): 148–50.
2 Patrick Ciccone, “Space, Time, and Preservation,” Future Anterior: Journal of Historic Preservation, History, Theory, and 
Criticism 4, no. 1 (2007): ix–xi.
and achievements reached.”1 Muñoz is not 
exclusively about technique, nor only about the 
political circumstances of his time.
 Antonio Muñoz certainly did not belong 
to the number of intellectuals who chose the path 
of exile or clear anti-fascism political affiliation 
after the War, nor did he enter the government 
bureaucracy at the time of Mussolini’s ascension to 
power. It is not entirely correct to call him simply 
a fascist at the service of the regime. Perhaps part 
of Muñoz’s perception problem stemmed from the 
breadth of his work. Where did he belong in the 
theoretical framework of the time, is still a question 
that merits further research given the elusive 
nature of his preservation aesthetic. Antonio 
Muñoz’s training as an art historian, and his poetic 
manner of writing translated into his descriptions 
of his work as a preservationist. His extensive 
preservation works and publications portrayed 
him as an individual for whom subjectivity in his 
evaluation of a work of architecture (or art) had 
a place in professional practice, and thus became 
anathema to other Italian preservationists who 
considered their discipline to be presumably 
scientific objective ventures.2 This hypothesis 
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has also been applied to the study of Cesare 
Brandi’s career and his unwelcoming reception 
in the Anglo-American history and preservation 
communities.3 Although Brandi’s career had 
in actuality developed in a different political 
climate, and he belonged to the next generation 
of professionals after Muñoz there are professional 
similarities he shared with Antonio Muñoz. 
 Upon his death, Muñoz’s colleagues wrote 
obituaries that appeared in propaganda journals 
such as Studi Romani and L’Urbe. These described 
Muñoz not as a theoretically influential figure, 
but instead as a spontaneous, and “inquisitive” 
individual fascinated by the artistic and cultural 
life of Rome, someone eager to recreate the 
moments of he city’s long and glorious history.4 
His colleagues expressed a sense of remorse by 
pointing out that despite Muñoz’s good knowledge 
of architecture, painting, and sculpture, his 
career had not culminated in an important and 
substantial project, but was instead fractured and 
diluted in minor articles and short writings after 
the War.5 Antonio Maria Colini, the archeologist 
3 Laurence Kanter, “The Reception and Non-Reception of Cesare Brandi in America,” Future Anterior: Journal of Historic 
Preservation, History, Theory, and Criticism 4, no. 1 (2007): 30–43.
4 Valentino Martinelli, “Antonio Muñoz,” Studi Romani; Roma 8, no. 2 (March 1, 1960): 195–196.
5 Martinelli, “Antonio Muñoz,” 195–196.
6 Antonio M. Colini, “Studioso ed Artista,” L’Urbe, June 1960, 17–24. “fu preso nel vortice delle opere promosse dal fascismo e non 
ebbe più tempo di coltivare i suoi studi preferiti.”
who worked side by side with Muñoz at the 
mausoleum of Augustus among other projects, 
wrote somewhat apologetically that Muñoz “was 
taken in by the vortex of the works promoted by 
fascism and he had no more time to cultivate his 
favorite studies.”6 This vortex led Muñoz to operate 
according to the urgent needs or current political 
agendas of each project, likely without the luxury 
of time to anticipate the theoretical consequences 
of the modes in which he carried out his work. 
Perhaps for this reason Munoz’s work is so elusive 
to correlate to established theories of preservation; 
nevertheless, Muñoz is a figure representative of 
larger processes that unfolded during the fascist 
period in Rome and offers a new perspective to 
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